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EDUCATION IN NEPAL: MEETING OR MISSING THE
MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS?

Elvira Graner

Education in Nepal has a number of annual highlights. One is the National
Education Day, on Falgun 12th (late February), commemorating the late king
Birendra's coronation address in 1975. There he proclaimed that "education
constitutes the mainspring of development" (quoted in Shrestha 1989: i).
Accordingly. he commanded his government to make "primary education
tree of cost and accessible for all, boys and girls" (ibid.). A second annual
occasion addressing education is the festival Basanta Panchami (mid
February), a day dedicated to Saraswati, the goddess of wisdom and learning.
00 that day, (Hindu) students all over the country visit temples, where they
spend hours scribbling down their notes in chalk, as notes written down on
this particular day will never be forgotten. While this latter day is usually
celebrated and characterised by its festive mood, the National Education Day
is simply being "observed" (Khadka 1997: 12), and it is a rather amhivalent
affair, or even a gloomy one. and indicative for the (poor) state of education
in Nepal. Some authors even find stronger expressions, as Khadka in his
cynical article "Celebrating the pathetic state" (ibid.), or Shanta Dixit (2002),
in her critical assessment "Education, deception, state, and society" (2002).

Further regular events when education "hits" the headlines are in
March/April when class 10 students need to take the final examinations of
their secondary education in order to obtain their sch<Xll-leaving certificates
(SLC), and again in June/July, when SLC-results are published. While the
first one is an occasion of at least modest hope, the second is usually one of
more or less great despair, as the number of failed students usually
outnumber those who pass. While pass rates ranged between 30-36% during
the last years (see SPOTLIGHT 2003), in 2004 an astonishingly "high" number
of 46% students passed (see Amgai 2004a), and this rather dreadful result
was celebrated as a major national achievement. Yet, this was partly due to
re-introducing a "grace mark" system, when failures within a 5%-margin in a
single subject were to be neglected (ibid.). Worse still, less than 10% of class
I students reach class 10 (Dixit 2002: 193), and only less than 50% reach
class 5 (HMG/UNCTN 2003: 15). These figures render the Millennium
Development Goals, aiming at universal primary education for boys and girls
and gender equity in secondary education by 2015 (HMG/UNCTN 2003: 19),
meaningless paper declarations, ridiculing past policies and millions of
dollars spent and wasted from donor agencies.

Another crucial feature is that the private sector is playing an increasingly
important role In the Nepalese educational "landscape". By now there are
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about 8,500 private schools, providing educational facilities to about 1.5
million students. These can be found all across the country, although there is
a strong concentration particularly in the Kathmandu valley and in some
urban centres of the Terai (HMG/MOES 2003). Private schools are usually
associated with two characteristics: contributing decisively to increasing the
quality of education and yet strongly criticised for charging high fees,
sometimes even termed "exorbitant" (Pokharel 2003: 19). This latter charge
of turning education into a lucrative business was bound to lead to a
confrontation with the Maoists, as regularly pointed out in their demands, as
for instance in their early 40-point demands of 1996, stating that the
"commercialisation of education should be stopped" (point 35; quoted from
Thapa 2003: 394).

This issue was rather forcefully addressed when the Maoist-affiliated
"student organisation" (All Nepal National Free Student Union,
Revolutionary, ANNFSU-R) imposed several strikes upon all types of
educational institutions during December 2002 and January 2003, aiming at
pressurising private schools to reduce their fees (see Dhakal 2002b, Amgai
2002d, Arngai 2004d). A settlement was reached in January 2003 with
PASSON (Private and Boarding Schools Organization of Nepal), agreeing to
reduce fees in its member schools by 10-30% (Amgai 2004b). Consistent
with these ideas, private schools have been targeted, physically attacked, and
even closed in many rural areas, and occasionally also in the Kathmandu
valley. On the other hand, Maoists have even more frequently targeted
teachers and students from rural government schools by taking them hostage
(Upadhyay 2004). In addition, many teachers have been approached for
extortions, or have even been manslaughtered, as was the case with Mukti
Nath Adhikari hom Lamjung in 2002, who was stabbed and handed in front
of his students, or Gyanendra Khadka who was hacked to death in
Sindhupalchok in August 2003 (see Dhakal 2004a: 22). About 160 teachers
from both sides have been killed, by Maoists as well as government forces,
and about 3,000 have been displaced, seeking shelter either in district
headquarters or in the capital (ibid.). These latter agitations have led to a
petition from the side of five students submitted to the Supreme Court in
February 2004, complaining th!t their "right to education was being violated
by the string of strikes (bandh)" and appealing to the court to force political
parties and student unions to stop these practices (ibid. 22). Similarly, the UN
has demanded that educational institutions should be deemed "Zones of
Peace" (Upadhyay 2004).

This brief introduction may suffice to show that education in Nepal has
many facets. It is not only an affair between the state and its junior citizens
and their parents, but it is also a highly (party) political issue, and also a
business. This article addresses a number of critical issues pertaining to
education. It will give a brief introduction to education policies during the
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last 50 years, highlighting the m~in objectives of these policies and critically
assessing their achievements and failures. The article will identify a number
of crucial features, such as lOW enrolment rates, high drop-out rates, and low
performance in examinations, and assess their validit,y as j~dic~t?rs, In
addition, it also provides a "mapping" of gender and regIOnal disparIties at a
national level, based on data hom the Ministry of Education (for the I990s),
supplemented by unpublished district-level data (for lhapa district). The
article then addresses the lack of achievement, identifying the "culpnts" and
political battlefields. It also provides some suggestions for policies, by (re-)
considering "stakeholders" and their potential roles.

Educational Policies in Nepal: A Brief Outline
Education lies at the core of human development. As such, it is also a
fundamental human right and thus, providing education to its citizens needs
to be a focus of government activities all across the world, irrespectiv~ of the
state of development. In addition, many international agencies, particularly
UNESCO and UNICEF have drafted global educational agendas, as for
instance during the world conference on "Education For AU" held in 10mtien
(Thailand) in 1990. There, all member states - including Nepal - have agreed
upon the need to translate these international agendas into national ~licies.

A more recent framework is the "Millennium Declaration", signed In 2000
and now synthesised into the "Millennium Development Goals"
(HMG/UNCTN 2003: I). This aims to "achieve universal primary education"
and to "ensure that by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will
be able to complete a full course of primary education" (ibid: 15). At the
same time, Nepal's country report states that "given the current r~te of
progress [.. ] it is unlikely that Nepal will achieve universal access to pnmary
education by 2015" (ibid.). Thus, it is obvious that there still exist vast gaps
between "paper declarations" and social realities in many fields, and
education is certainly among the most blatant examples.

In Nepal, educational policies have been designed for the pas.t 50. years,
and the need for providing universal education has been targeted 10 VIrtually
each of these policies. Yet, the "deadlines" for reaching this crucial g.oal keep
being postponed, indicating not only a lack of achievement, but pOSSIbly also
a lack of commitment. Thus, a large number of children, particularly gIrls,
are still being deprived of this fundamental right. While public education was
next to non-existent during the Rana period (prior to 1950) a masstve
initiative at promoting national education took place during Nep~l's (inter~m)

democratic phase of the 1950s. When the Nepal National EducatIon Plannmg
Commission (NNEPC) handed in its report in 1955, it adVIsed the
government to introduce universal free primary education across the country.
Education was to "reach all the people, not just a few" (quoted in Joshi 2003:
33), They also addressed the need that "education must be compulsory, so
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data sources: HMGlMoE&S (1990 onwards)

Figure 1: Number of Boy and Girl Students (1986 -2001)

The BNFP follows the lines of Ihe previous Five-Year-Plans. which all stated
rather ambilioos objectives and ooly a few (minor) obslacles 10 be overcome.
On the other hand. a much more critical assessment of primary education was
written in the same year by Shrestha. who (also) points out that "inveslment
in primary education Ly)ields the highest rate of return ["I". At the same lime,
he critically assumes that "planners in Nepal do not seem to undersland this
basic formula of development" (1989: 94). He continues to argue that 100
little of the national budget is spent on education, and even within education
too little is being spent on primary education whereas the lion's share is
given to "a few privileged students" in higher education. an "undemocratic
act" and a basic flaw in the conception of primary education which needs to
be changed before launching any programme of universal primary education
(ibid.). Another point of criticism was the low quality, stating that
"experience up 10 1979/80 indicated that the grade 3 completers were
virtually semi-literate" (ibid: 283). One immediate reaction in order to
counteract this laller shortcoming was to extend primary education, from
previously class I to 3 up to class 5 from 1980 onwards.

In order to improve the educational situation, Nepal was regularly granted
major international assistance, for instance from UNICEF for its "Education
for Girls and Women in Nepal". signed in 1983. In this case. HMG's
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thai indifferent parents can nOl deprive their children of the benefilS of
education" (ibid: 92; qUOled in Joshi 2003: 33). In order 10 implement these
goals. they suggested a three·phase model, having 25% (300,000) of all
children in primary schools by 1965; introducing voluntary universal primary
education by 1975 and making it compulsory by 1985.

These policy guidelines have had a tremendoos impaci upon bringing
children 10 school. When a UNESCO leam assessed Ihe state of educalion in
Nepal in the early 1960s. the IWO authors H.B. Wood and Bruno Knall
documented thai by 1961 a 100ai of 176.701 studenlS all across the country
were enrolled in primary schools alone and an addilional 27,000 sludents in
secondary schools (ibid. 1962: 33tl), with an aslonishingly and admirably
high number of girls (71.079 i.e., 38%). This implies an astronomical
increase within a single decade, as student enrolment was below IO,@ in
1951 (ibid.). Some of the success was based on a wide communal
involvement, as the NNE PC had advised the government to directly involve
local communities in financing primary education. On the other hand, a point
of critical assessment in their report was the extremely poor result and
"human wastage" which went along with expanding education (see below),
with extremely high drop-outs between primary and secondary education, but
similarly within primary education. Thus., the universalisatioo of primary
education was far from being achieved in 1975. and of more concern, this
lack has continued to the presenl day.

A new attempt to improve educational standards was undertaken at the
occasion of the Silver Jubilee of the Panchayal System, when HMG launched
its "Basic Needs Fulfilment Programme" aimed at reducing poverty by Ihe
year 2000. This programme addressed five quantifiable indicators. i.e. food.
clOlhing, housing, education, health. and the qualitative category "Securily"
(see also Graner 1997: 92193). Regarding education. the programme set the
target that literacy was 10 be raised from 29.9% to 39.9% and that primary
school enrolment was to be made universal, increasing from 82.78% of Ihe 6.
10 age group (1984/85) to 87% (1990), 95% (1995) and finally 100% by the
year 2000, when a tOlal number of 2,928,984 primary school children was
projected (HMG/NPC 1987: 27fl).,.As a mailer of fact. there have been quite
impressive results in promoting students' enrolment. Numbers more than
doubled during the 1980s (see Figure I, for detailed figures see Table A I,
appendix) and increased further during the 1990s, both for boys and girls. On
the other hand, enrolment of girls is still lagging far behind. Besides, there
are vast regional disparities (see beloW).
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e Graner 1998), Secondly, cohort analysis is often inappropriate, which
ults in gross distortions of enrolment figures. Thirdly, enrolment figures

usually based on admission at the beginning of the year, rather than
x:;umenting "real" attendance'. Taking these issues into full account, it
comes obvious that enrolment is meager, rendering policies of "universal
ucation" meaningless paper declarations. Fourthly, education is
aracterized by an utterly poor performance in examinations in many
sses, par1icularly in classes 1,5, 8 and 10 (see below),
When considering enrolment in primary education it is apparent that a
proportionately high number of students are enrolled in class I (see Figure
This most bizarre "pyramid" is apparent both among boys and girls and
icates that drop-outs are not only pronounced between primary and
ondary education but also within primary education. Thus, at a national

erage, class 5 students account for less than half of the numbers of class]
dents. Whi]e this peculiar pattern could be interpreted as a most recent rise
class I admissions, its persistence over many years (see Figure I, above)
ders such an interpretation out of question (see also Graner 1998). School

raiment rates have two further distinctive features: firstly, high gender
parities and secondly, high regional disparities. Enrolment rates of girls
il today lag far behind those of boys (see Figures 2 and 3), Above all. in
ny rural Terai and mountain districts of the mid and far western regions,
)P-outs increase linearly for boys but exponential for girls. as for instance
Doti (see Figure 3). Thus, in quite a few districts class I girls account for
-50% of all girls enrolled in school (analysis based on HMG/MOES 20m),
Enrolment ratcs are a crucial indicator in order to assess participation in

ucation. These rates are usually based on a "cohort" analysis, relating the
mber of school childrcn to a particular age group. [n the case of primary
dents, this cohort is defined as children aged 6-10. Yet, in a context where
er- as well as under-aged children account for a substantial number of
Idren. such an analysis is analytically meaningless. Thus. in 2001 "gross"

rolment rates ranged between 72-229% (as in Mahonari and Taplejung,
pcctively). as documented in the annual Educational Statistics
MG/MOE&S 2003: 245ft), This distortion is corrected by differentiating
)SS and net enrolment rates, the later ranging between 43 and 98% (39 to
(i) for girls; ibid.). Yet, the precise calculations remain vague, as proper
horts are difficult to enumerate. An attempt was made, based on data from

Population Census 2001 (see Figures 2 and 3), This documents that
der-enrolment of girls starts in primary classes. in Doti even from class 3
wards. Even then. net enrolment rates are extremely low, and are below
% in a total of 9 districts, in the far western as well as in the central
vclopment region (see map, Figure 5).

Case studies indicate that ages in primary classes frequently vary over 4
5 years, due to a substantial number of over-aged and a few number of
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contribution was to provide the recurrent salaries for teachers and lect
and UNICEF's contribution comprised of about 5 million US $ (see
2003: 116ff), The most recent and much higher budgeted initiative is th
called Basic and Primary Education Project (BPEP), where several d
joined hands and funds (mainly grants, see Table I), This project aim
improving access to schools, improving the quality of education
strengthening the administration (for details see Bajracharya & Phuyal
Joshi 2003: 151ft). Activities for access comprised of expa
opportunities for non-formal education for women and girls, and a prov
for out-of-school children, as non-attendance is seen as one of the m
obstacles. In addition, the number of female teachers was to be increased
community awareness programmes were to be launched. Quality was
improved through textbook and curriculum development, in-service te
training, and by introducing early childhood education in formal schoo
(see Bajracharya & Phuyal 2000: 29ff), From the government side, 14
the national budget was to allocated for education, yet only 55.491
primary education (HMG/NPCICBS & UNFPA 2003: 216), Yet, irrespe
of these substantial financial inputs, improvements have been slow, to
mildly,

Table 1: Budget Allocations from DilTerent Donors within the Basi
Primar Education Pro·ect

Source: Joshi 2003, 151ff

The Current Situation: Impressive Results and Misleading Statistics
Educational statistics document that policy targets have been met, a
some cases even exceeded. Thus, they seem to indicate that educati
Nepal is rapidly progressing, leaving only a few regions which need to "
up". On the other hand. these statistics are based on a number of flaws, W

are apparent when further disaggregated, These comprise 0

disproportionately high number of class I students, which indicates
"primary" education is often "class ]-only" education, as argued elsew
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Figure 4: Girl and Boy Enrolment and Age Structure at a oailekh
School (For 2(04)
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Figure 2: Gender-oisaggregated Enrolment and Cohorts for Class 1-10
(for 2(01)

under-aged students. Field data from Dailekh district (see Figure 4) document
that ages range from 5 to 12 for primary classes and I I to 17 for secondary
classes (Shahi 2004). Whereas there are a large number or under-aged boys in
primary classes, from class 6 onwards the majority of the students are over
aged. Similarly, a case study from Okhnldhunga documents that ages usually
vary about 5 years (in class 8 even 6 years), and students are as old as 18 in
class 8 and 20 in class 10 (Rai 2004). An even more disparate age struclUre is
apparent from the Nepal Living Standard Survey (data base) for 1995/96,
where class 5 students range between 8 and 17, and class 9 students between
13 and 20 (HMGINPClCBS 1997, data base).
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number of cases (data SQUoce; Di'lU'icl EdllClllion Office. Cltandr.lgadhi) Gnmer 2002
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The low pass rates of examinations. panicularly during SLC, is one of the
most crucial issues in education. During 2000-2003, an avemgc of 30-35% of
all sludents passed. Accordingly. highly concerned articles about "Poor
examination resuils: Who is 10 blame" (Dhakal 200lc) or "SLC results: Poor
pass rate" (SPOTLIGHT 2001 b). are a regular annual feature of both
newspapers and magazines. after the publication of SLC results in June/July.
In 2004, an unprecedented number (46%) passed. Yet, this "remarkable"
achievement was mainly due to (re·)introducing a "grace mark" system,
when failures within a 5%-margin in a single subject were to be neglected
(Amgai 20"J4b). Whereas average figures are bad enough, in addition.
regional and gender disparities are pronounced. Thus. an analysis of the 1995
results shows that Kathmandu was the only disLrict where the number of
students passed outnumbered those who failed. Among girls, only four
dislricts had rates aoove 35%, whereas in almost all other areas, rates ranged
between 25 and 35% in the western and eastern regions, or even 10-25% in
most districts of the mid and far western regions (for map see Graner 1998:
210). Even more alarmingly, rates have further declined during the last years.
Yet, these crucial figures have ceased to be documented. as the Ministry of

Figure 6: Enrolment and Examination Results in Jhapa (for 1998)Thirdly, educational statistics are distorted in a further way. Enrolment rates
are usually based on admission at the beginning of the school year, which
does nO( necessarily coincide with actual attendance during the remaining
year. This is apparent from field data from Jhapa disrrict (for 1998), where
admissions exceed the number of students participating in the examinations
of the respective year by about 10-20%. In class I, mOl"e than 30% of the
girls and about 25% of the boys were "paper work" rather than real students.
As Jhapa is one of the cOllnrry's 'lop" districts with regard to education,
disproportions are likely to be more pronounced in other di!'otricts. panicularly
in rural areas of the Terai and in the mid and far western hills and mountains.

Fourthly. these data also document a fun..'1er crucial feature. Failures in
examinations are quite pronounced in most classes, particularly during the
first three and the fifth year of primary and in classes 8 and IO of secondary
school. again in spite of Jhapa's favourable overall position. These issues
have been addressed in many analyses (see CERlD 1987: 1991). and there is
a surprisingly high consistency over the years. One of the earliest example is
the Wood-Knall Report (1962) where the authors crilically addressed the
need to reduce "human wastages". both of human resources and government
funds. While pass rates in SLC varied between 46 and 60% during the 19505
(ibid: 42), rales had ironically been higher during the 19305 and 19405. prior
to Ihe massh'e extension of educational facilities (at about 60%; ibid.). Wood
& Knall calculated the i",'estments per sludenl and argued that the 100al
losses in governmenl expenditures were quite substantial. al about 10 million
NRs for the 19505 (ibid).

Wood & Knall attribult."d these high rates of failure 10 the "present
obsolete examination system" (ibid: 43). They argued thai examinations
during secondary schooling were only carried out at the end of the entire 5
year period, i.e. after c1a!'os 10. Thus, the consul!alHs advised the government
to inlroduce annu:ll examinations. as this would reduce the volume of each
examination. In addition, this system would allow for better tuition as well as
for advising weaker students to discontinue their schooling (ibid.: 43/44).
While the examination system was changed long ago, the number of students
passing has still not increased, indicating that the obstacles obviollsly lie
elsewhere. In :lddition, Shanta Dixit raises concerns about the "learning"
capabilities of those students who.. do pass, as examinations test
"memorization abilities" rathcr than understanding (2002: 202).
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Education has, most unforlUnalely, deleted this table from its annuaJ
statistics.

Reasons for this utterly poor state of education are manifold and are also a
recurrent theme in the media, JX)liticaJ debates and academic analyses. One of
the most frequently addressed topics is blaming the parents. who are usually
characterised as "poor", and their "children have to supplement the income of
the family", as for instance in Hada (2003: 301T: also ibid: 2000). This
"causal anaJysis" is closely linked to the accusation that there is a "Iack of
general awareness" (ibid.), as "illiteracy [" has) made the village people
unaware of the importance of sending their children to school" (ibid.). Other
reasons mentioned are lack of quality instruction and lack of commitment
from the side of the teachers, but also a lack of supervision. This brings about
a low internal efficiency, as repetition rates are extremely high. While the
laller arguments are cenainly valid, Hada's analysis has tWO major flaws: the
role of the government is completely ignored, rather teachers are perceived as
extra-institutional bodies. Second, the myth about ignorant, illiterate parents
reveals quite a high degree of constructed dichotomy from the perspective of
Kathmandu-based educational "elites", and does not fully capture rural
processes (see below).

In her critical assessment "Education, deception. state. and society"
(2002). Shanta Dixit provides a much more comprehensive analysis. and
finds strong words for addressing what she epitomises as the "sorry state of
government education" (ibid: 193). She characterises the situation as
"emphasizing literacy at the expense of education" (ibid: 194ft), and
promoting "memorization skills" (ibid: 199) more than any other meaningful
form of educalion. This, she argues. brooght about the "failure to provide
minimally acceptable standards" (ibid). She also criticises the
"insensitiveness from the side of the govem~ment and also its lack of
commitment, as intra-administrative postings and transfers do not create an
atmosphere where 'decision makers' feel responsible, a flaw prevalent at all
levels of government administration. This is particularly imJX)rtant as there
are about 100.000 teachers (i.e. about 60% of all civil servants), and thus they
constitute a massive "vote bank" for party political considerations.
Interestingly, she also attributes a fairly irresponsible role to the donor
community who could much morc efficicntly pressurise government but who
instead simply give "financial fOl"ller" to the Ministry, yet "without
demanding tangible results"" (ibid: 198).

As one of the most crucial issues to increase quality in education Shanta
Dixit addresses the need for guaranteeing a high standard of teachers. Yet,
this is not the case, and she argues thaI the present supervision system is
completely inadequate. The crucial role of teachers has been addressed in
many JX)licies and projects. Under the BPEP's first phase (1992-1998),
teacher training activities were allocated about 10 million US S (out of 67.2
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million US $). On the other hand, qualifications of teachers have remained
low until today. and a large number of them are virtually untrained, as
indicated in the Ministry of Education's annual statistics. This documents
that more than one third of all teachers have only studied up to class 10
themselves, and, above all, have not even received any training prior to
becoming teachers. mainly in government schools. Only a few among the
teachers have passed their I.E. or B.A. (see Figure 7). Interestingly, and most
alarmingly. hardly any among them have taken a degree in education. A
disaggregation of these data based on types of schools. gender and age
structure woold be interesting, but data is not available at a nationaJ level. A
case study from Morang district carried out by Pokharel shows that teachers'
qualifications are slightly higher in private schools, particularly for men (see
Figure 8). The current amendment of the Education Act addresses this
shortcoming, requiring teachers to obtain licenses (see Maharjan 2004).

Figure 7: Teachers Qualifications (HMGIMOE for 2001)
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Figure 8: Teachers Qualifications in Morang Districl (Based on Pokharel
2(04)

as :-or instance in Morang and Jhapa (eastern region) and Kanchanpur and
Chltwan (western and central region). Private schools are usually associated
~th t;-'O charact~istics. Firstly, they have contributed decisively to
mcreasmg the quality of education. Thus, their students account for about
80% of the best students in the SLC-exammations (first division), although
only 12% of the class 10 students attend privale schools (aboul 24.170 out of
196,953 for 2001; HMG/MOES 2003: 17ro.
. Secondly, private schools have been increasingly criticised for charging

hIgh. or e"'en "exorbitant" fees (Pokbarel 2003: 19). Yet. fees, in a free
market economy, are good indicators for several aspecls. On the one hand,
they are a good indicator of what economists would call "purchasing
capacities", documenting economic capacities of an increasing number of
households to "channel" expenditures into educalion. Closely related
expenditures and investments into education are also <.:rucial indicators fo;
social change, documenting a psychological state of affairs. when households
chose to sp~nd thei~ ear~il1gs in education rather th'lIl in other "consumption"
sectors. This often Imphes an underlying assumption that the higher the fees
the better the education. Thus, many parents seem to be "willing" to
safeguard their children's future by investing up to the maximum of their
capacities. This willingness was also encountered in a research study about
the labour force engaged in carpet production in the late 19905. There. many
of the labourers with school aged children spent a comparatively high ~are

of their incomes for private education. This type of investment was found to
be a most valid proxy variable for the economic well being of the workers. as
par~nts enrolled and un-enrolled their children in private schools according to
theIr current economic capabilities (Graner, forthcoming).

?n the other hand, private schools have been critically allacked for
tu~mg education .into a lucrative business, particularly by the Maoists. Thus,
~helr early 40-pomt demands handed over to the prime minister in 1996
meluded that "free and scientific health services and education should be
ava,ilable to all. The commercialisation of education should be stopped"
(poInt 35; quoted from Thapa 2003: 394). Consistent with these ideas, private
schools have been targeted. physically attacked. and even closed in many
rural ~eas. and occasionally also in the Kathmandu valley. In order to
pre~suflSe schools the Mlloist-affiliated "student organisation" (All Nepal
Nallonal Free Student Union - Revolutionary. ANNFSU-R) imposed a
number of strikes upon all types of educational institutions in December
2002. aiming at reducing fees in private schools (see Dhakal 2003b). This
finally brought PABSON (Private and Boarding School Organislltions of
Nepal) to draft an I I-point code of conduct, implemented from January 2003
onwards, which was to reduce fees between 10% (for monthly fees below
~OO ~~) and 25% (for fees above 2,000 NRs; ibid.). Later on, the Giri

mmlSSlon suggested fees between 684 to 1365 NRs. and more recentJy a
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Knall Report. There. the aUlhors had advised the government to establish
"mobile training camps". Their main argument was the need to train teachers
"in the hintedands". as they perceived a high degree of "mobility inertia"
from the side of the teachers, once they had moved to urban areas and do not
wish to change their residence. except in favour of (other) urban areas. Thus.
they state that urban lraining had "proved the inadvisability of trying to send
urban--oricnted teachers to the hinterlands" (1962; 69). A close relationship
between teachers and villagers was also important, as community
involvement was a crucial aspect of the 1%Os educational planning. Yet.
from 1964 onwards. these "normal mobile camps" were converted into
permanent training centres, located in Kathmandu. Palpa. Pokbara. Dharan,
and Birganj (see Joshi 2003: 91 roo
Private Education: Political Battlefields
Private education has played an increatingly important role in the Nepalese
educational "landscape", While education was the sole responsibility of the
government until 1980, Ihe Educntion Act 1980 allowed for the operation of
private schools. While their number increased modestly during the I98Os,
increases were quite significant during the early and mid 19905. Thus, by
now there are about 8,500 private schools, providing educational facilities to
about 1.5 million students. Yet, these institutions are highly concentrated,
particularly in the Kathmandu valley and in some urban centres of the Terai.
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task force suggested 700 NRs as an upper ceiling (Arngai 2004d). In addition,
schools may charge extra fees for additional services, as for instance
transportation, lunch, computer and swimming facilities, as well as for
examinations. Yet, rates may exceed this upper ceiling up to 50% (ibid.).

Thus, it is crucial to point out that education, both in private and
government schools, has suffered a severe set-back due to the political
instability arising from the Maoist insurgency, which has targeted teachers in
particular. Demanding financial "contributions" and redistributing those
within the villages rnay have brought about some applause from the local
peasantry during their early "Robin Hood" phase. Yet, they have gone much
further later on, by attacking and even killing teachers, particularly since late
2001 (see also SPOTLIGHT 2002b). Some of the most disgusting examples
were the cases of Mukti Nath Adhikari Irom Lamjung in 2002 who was
stabbed and hanged in front of his students, and Oyanendra Khadka who was
hacked to death in Sindhupalckok in August 2003 (see Dhakal 2004a). These
actions are detrimental to education, and the psychological damage for the
(young) students is certainly profound. Similarly, the taking of hostages has
made school attendance a dangerous pastime.

Many teachers who feel threatened are thus leaving their schools,
sometimes after taking official permission from the respective District
Education Office. Such actions have left many schools without teachers, and
has drastically worsened the already sorry state of teachers' attendance at
government schools. Besides, it is depriving them of their fundamental rights
which even the Maoists should acknowledge. Maoist training camps should
detinitely not be taken as a potential alternative for minors, or otherwise one
would have to ignore millions of Chinese youth left educationally devastated
during the years of the so-called "cultural revolution" in China. Calls from
the UN and guardians' associations to convert schools into "peace zones"
should be taken seriously. Otherwise a dangerQl.ls divide could evolve
between those who can afford to send their children to neighbouring India
and even further abroad and those "left behind" (see below). If overcoming
this "educational divide" is really a part of the Maoists' agenda, then high
quality education has to be facilitated within Nepal, instead of contributing to
making it (next to) impossible.

Aiming at Quality Edncation: (re-)Considering the "Stakeholders"
In 1991, HMO/MOE raised concerns thatJ:he country may eod up with a five
tier (basic) education system model, i.e. an expatriate model for the affluent,
a private model for the less amuent, a public model for the middle class, an
out-of-school model for the poor, and no model for the poorest (quoted in
NESACIUNDP 1998: 87). This article has shown that enrolment ligures
generally seem to confirm this statement. On the other hand, an analysis of
primary enrolment figures has also shown that these figures tell a different
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story. Enrolment ligures are much higher than could be solely attributed to
middle class children (see Figure 2, above), indicating that the poor, and
possibly even the poorest sections of society also send their children to
school, for at least two or three years. Thus, the crucial question for policy
makers is not how to bring children from these sections to school but how to
keep them there. This is not necessarily easier to answer. Low efficiency
seems to be a core issue.

When assessing the educational sector and its (lack of) achievements, a
nurnber of "stakeholders" need to be addressed and (re-)considered. Certainly
~h~ most crucial one is the state. Spending substantial amounts on physical
mfrastructure has brought schools closer to the potential users and has, thus,
minimis.ed re~sons f(!r not attending school. On the other hand, this pre
occupatIOn WIth phYSical targets has ignored many other factors which need
to be improved. Providing qualified teachers is certainly a decisive factor, in
terms of budget allocations for salaries as well as for training facilities.
Unfortunately, the current budget with its freezing of government salaries
(HMO/MOF 2004), drastically counteracts this "commitment". Similarly,
qualifications need to be guaranteed, in order to improve the performance of
teachers. Above all, qualification rather than party alliance should be a
baseline for assignments. In addition, regular trainings, for the sake of
training and not for the sake of collecting TAlDAs, need to be offered. In
~lddition, a much stricter monitoring of classroom performance is certainly
Important (see Dixit 2002: 205).

. Similarly, cur.ricula should be comprehensible and relevant, finding
sUitable compromises between national homogeneity and local variation. The
latter aspect also needs to (re-)consider language issues (see also
NESAC/UNDP 1998), as mother tongue classes could positively innuence
s~u~ents' attendan~e, ~t least in primary classes. Yet, this task is certainly
difficult to orgamse lTI a country characterised by a mosaic of various
cul.turally and linguistically distinct ethnic groups. One other crucial aspect is
to. Integrate pre-school classes, which constitute an important component of
pnvate schools. This will certainly simultaneously decrease the burden of
stu?~nts attending overcrowded first classes and at the same time, will
faclhtate school-aged (girl) children who then do not need to watch their pre
school aged sibhogs.

Secondly, the role of the state vis-a.-vis its citizens need to be
~econside~ed. This impli~s .~~h empowering them, but also reminding them
about the!r core res~onslblhtles. Nepal is one of only a few states in the
wor~d ~hlch has: until today, refrained from introducing compulsory primary
ed.~catlOn. Yet~ III ~ country where all o~er policies have failed abysmally,
thiS lack of legIslation needs to be reconSIdered. Similarly in a context wh
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many analyses mdlcate that children are incorporated into the household
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counteracted hy the state. In such a context. the provision of free meals at
lunch time could significantly contribute to "motivating" the (rural)
population to send their children to schooL particularly from low-income
groups. Besides, positively contributing to saving household expenditures
this could also contribute to "empowering" children vis-a.-vis their parents.
Funds could be made available through donor agencies, as for instance as a
particular type of "food-for-education" scheme.

As a second crucial '"stakeholder", the roles of parents and village
communities need to be reconsidered. Nepal needs a "culture" of
understanding and pro-actively supporting the need and the right of children
to progress in education. While back in the :950s. the National Education
Planning Commission addressed the need to "reach all the people. 110t just a
few" (quoted in Joshi 2003: 33) and that "education must be compulsory, so
that indifferent parents can not deprive their children of the benefits of
education" (ibid: 92; quoted in Joshi 2003: 33), this crucial understanding
was. most unfortunately, lost along the way. Thus, all parents, irrespective of
ethnicity/ caste and class should take up their responsibility of sending their
children to school. At the same time it needs to be pointed out that parents are
more willing to send their children to school than is generally being
acknowledged. Enrolment rates in early primary classes (see Figure 2. above)
all across the country indicate that these figures can certainly not only be
attributed to ;'middle classes" only. Yet. when repetition rates arc as high as
they currently arc. then the commitment from the side of the parents is likely
to be lost on the way. In this respect village communities also need to
receive a much higher form of empowerment towards the teachers, increasing
their accountability towards the local community rather than solely towards
the national and district-level administration. as documented from India (see
Subramaniam 1997).

A further crucial need from the side of the parents is that there needs to be
a wide understanding and solidarity at the village leveL providing moral
support and. if necessary, also financial assistance to those families where so
far education is given a low priority. The provision of free meals could
certainly contribute positively to ;'convincing" parents. Similarly, there needs
to be a provision of funds for tuition classes for low-performing students. as
wide disparities within classes pose a burden not only for the teachers but
also for all fellow students. In addition,fparents need to take a much more
(pro-)active role in mobilising additional internal funds. The government's
commitment to free primary education does not necessarily imply that all
expenses can be covered. There should be a willingness from the side of
village communities to contribute to school budgfts. in financial and/or
labour contributions, for poorer households. Such a fund could positively
contribute to making schools more attractive for both students and teachers.
and the latter could upgrade their meager salaries by offering efficient tuition
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classes, in addition to, and not instead of, an efficient classroom performance.
This could bring about a situation where schools are perceived as the jewels
of village life, increasing the willingness to let one's children participate.
CI",e1y linked to this, elder students should become model roles for younger
students, engaging in educational rather than in the political agendas of
student unions.

Parents also need to take up their responsibility vis-a.-vis the teachers.
Even if only a few of them are qualified to monitor class f('Iom performance,
monitoring of teachers' attendance could positively contribute to
decentralising education and empowering village communities. This also
includes pressurising the government(s) to provide the institutional (and
legal) framework for increasing their role, possibly also by providing them
(partial) financial autonomy towards the teachers. Such a regulation could
bring about a stronger feeling of teachers' accountability towards the village
cOIllmunity. rather than solely being oriented towards the District Education
Offices (see also Dixit 2002: 201). The current amendment of the Education
Act has contributed towards this end.

The third crucial stakeholders in improving education are the teachers.
ReplTsenting the state and its policies at the local level. they are the most
crucial ';interface". While being trained and paid to deliver education, their
actual tasks arc much more comprehensive. They need to motivate students
to attend classes. In large classes, and when capabilities of strongly vary
'A'iuely, this can be quite a demanding task. In such cases, tuition classes
could help "poorer" students to improve their standing. This aspect is
particularly important while preparing for the annual (or term) examinations,
\vhere achievements are generally rather weak. In some cases. teachers may
also need to motivate parents in order to send their children to school and in
some cases, even help to prevent parents from stopping their children attend.

Yet, such a commitment can only be asked for in an atmosphere where
teachers enjoy their work and, above aiL feel safe. This latter aspect asks for
addressing the role of the political parties, the Maoists in particular.
Murdering teachers in front of their students is certainly not a way to increase
educational standards. It has also fairly little to do with ideology. Similarly,
even though teachers' salaries may be high in comparison to village
~conomies, extorting from teachers is bound to decrease their motivation and.
III extreme cases. encourage them to leave the village, leaving behind young
students who arc in desperate need of education. The condemnation of the
commercialisation of education may address a core issue of current society.
Yet, in a setting where government education has failed to provide
meaningful access to quality education. it is only natural that the private
sector has taken the opportunity to fill this gap, some motivated by idealism
and others rather by commercial interests. Condemning both is counter
productive. rather there need to be clear guidelines. from government and
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from the Maoists in areas under their control, outlining "codes of conduct"
for both government and private schools, and these need to be strictly

adhered to and monitored. If such changes are brought about, then private
education can gradually become obsolete, and free education will no longer
imply "an excuse to provide below-standard education" (Dixit 2002: 206),
where parents are asked to compromise on the quality of their children's
education (ibid.).
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Appendix 2

Table AI' Numbcrs of Boy and Girl Students for (1980 2001)-
1991 I 1996 2001 1991 1996 2001

[in 1.0001 Number of Boy Students Number of Girl Students

Total 2,352 2.747 3,004 1,306 1.821 2358
Primary (class 1-5) 1,811 2.046 2,128 1,073 1,401 1726

Class I only 755 833 727 484 582 606
Classes 2-5 1,056 1.213 1.401 589 819 1120

Classes 6-10 541 702 876 232 419 632

•

Sources: HMGINPGCBS /993, 1998, 2003
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FAMILY CHANGE IN NEPAL: EVIDENCE FROM
WESTERN CHITWAN

Dirgha J. Ghimire
William G. Axinn

Family change has been of central interest in both academia and the policy
arena for some time. Because family has always had the primary
responsibility for raising children, caring for individuals as they age, and
generally pursuing the welfare of their individual members, and changes in
the htmily have important influences on individuals, the study of family
change has received great attention in this research literature. Moreover, as
social scientists discovered the many different forms of family change around
the world. the study of the transitions became a central focus of family
research (G"x1e 1970; Thornton 2001. 2005; Thornton and Lin 1994). These
include the transition from large families with extended family living, high
parental authority, low youth autonomy. young ages at marriage and
childbearing. low levels of fertility control, or low women's status and
independence to smaller t~lJnilies with nuclear family living, low parental
control. high youth autonomy, older age at marriage and childbearing, high
levels of fertility control including childlessness, or high women's status and
independence. commonly labeled as western family behaviour.

Here we document the changes in family life in Nepal and examine the
driving forces hehind those changes in a society beginning with high fertility,
young age at marriage and childbearing, low youth autonomy and low use of
hirth control. To document the family changes and the forces behind those
changes, we take advantage of the Chitwan Valley Family Study (CVFS), a
longitudinal panel study specifically designed to study families and family
formation behaviours in a rapidly changing society.

The Chitwan Valley in central Nepal provides an ideal setting for
studying the transition from a historical Nepali family system to a new family
system with western family hehaviours. Up until the early 1970s, Chiwan
was an isolated valley surrounded by rivers and dense forest and heavily
infested by malaria. It was a purely subsistence agricultural society with most
social activities organized within families and patterns of family formation as
they had been for centuries. Beginning in the late I970s, Chitwan valley has
undergone a dramatic social change that spurred the spread of wage labor
employment, schools, markets, transportation, government services, and the
mass media. In 1995 we launched the Chitwan Valley Family Study (CVFS)
to document the rapid social changes occurring in Chitwan and to investigate
their influence on family formation behaviours. By 2005, this project has
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accumulated more than two-dozen studies of factors implicated in changing
the timing of marriage, the arrangement of marriage, family size preferences,
the timing of tirst birth and the use of contraception for spacing childbearing.
Each of these dimensions of family formation has undergone tremendous
change in Chitwan Valley.

We begin with a theoretical framework designed to explain the change in
these family behaviours. We draw on the family mode of social organization
approach to explain family change and variation in this setting (Thornton and
Fricke 1987; Thornton, Fricke, Yang and Chang 1994). Next we turn to
empirical evidence about family change in Nepal. Drawing on results from
several different studies using data from the CVFS, we summarize the
evidence of family change and the drivers of these changes in Chitwan
valley.

Theoretical Framework
The family is the primary group within which most individuals spend the
majority of their lifetimes and in which virtually all individuals spend the
early years of their lives, making the family a ubiquitous element of social
life and a common object of social research (Goode 1970; Thornton 2001;
2005). In fact, family has always had the primary responsibility for raising
children, caring for individuals as they age. and generally pursuing the
welfare of their individual members. Given the centrality of the family in
most societies, family change has been so important that numerous theorists
have focused on these phenomena to understand change and variation in the
families around the world.

Theories of Family Change
Social scientists have offered a wide range of explanations for family changes
in both the Western and non~Western parts of the world. For the most part,
these explanations have been structural, emphasizing changes in the
economic, social and political structure of society. Most important have been
the dramatic restructuring of societies through industrialization, urbanization,
increases in education and knowledge, and increased consumption and social
mobility (Becker 1991, 1996; Coleman 1990; LePlay 1982 [1862J; Marx
1981 [1963-65]; Westermarck 1894 [18911). Other commonly offered
explanations include changes in science-and technology, with particular
emphasis on more rapid transportation and communication networks. the
expansion of mass media. more effective contraceptives, and medical and
public health innovations that have decreased. morbidity and mortality
(Caldwell 1982; Caldwell, Reddy and Caldwell 1983; Durkeim 1984 [1933D.

Although such structural explanations have predominated as explanations
of family change. more recent enquiries have emphasized the role of
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ideational factors as part of the explanations (Cleland and Wilson 1987;
Caldwell 1982; Chesnais 1992; Mason 1997; Thornton and Lin 1994). For
example, Lesthaeghe and his colleagues have argued persuasively that
changes in religiosity and secularism are essential components for
explanations of changing family behaviour in Europe (Lesthaeghe 1983;
Lesthaeghe and Wilson 1986). Similarly, Caldwell (1982), Freedman (1979),
and van de Kaa (1996) have all emphasized the importance of the spread of
western ideas and beliefs for changes in family behaviour and ideals in non
western populations. Our own research. and that of others In Nepal, suggests
that both structural and ideational forces have been important elements of
family change (Ahearn 1994, 2004; Axinn and Yabiku 2001; Axinn and
Barber 200 I; Barber et al. 2002; Barber and Axinn 2005; Barber 2004;
Ghimire et al. 2006; Suwal 2001; Yabiku et al. 1999).

To explain the dramatic family changes in Nepal, we build on the modes
of social organization framework considering both the structural and
ideational aspects and their potential influence for individuals and families
(Thornton and Fricke 1987; Thornton and Lin 1994). This framework focuses
on the extent to which the activities of daily social life, including authority
patterns, infonnation flow, living arrangements, production, consumption,
socialization, leisure, and reproduction, are organized by the family versus
other non-family social institutions and organizations. The framework builds
upon previous research that focused exclusively on the family mode of
production (Caldwell 1982; Lesthaeghe and Wilson 1986) and extends it to
modes of social organization across a variety of domains: consumption,
residence, recreation. protection, socialization, procreation and pnxluction.
Historically, most of the activities of daily living were organized within the
family (Ogburn and Nirnkoff 1955; Thornton and Fricke 1987). As social
changes created new non-family institutions to organize these activities, they
increasingly took place outside the family (Coleman 1990). Although no
society is expected to be completely organized inside or outside of families,
the contrast between these two ideal types, along a continuum of family
organization, acts as an aid to our understanding of family change.

The modes of social organization framework can be used to integrate and
expand upon existing explanations of family formation behaviour. To date,
the theoretical work on family formation behaviour has mainly focused on
two sets of explanations. First are microeconomic explanations, which
emphasize the influence of changes in the costs and benefits of marriage and
childrearing. Second are ideational explanations, which emphasize the
influence of changes in the spread of new ideas, particularly Western family
ideals related to marriage and childbearing.

Microeconomic Theories: Microeconomic theories of family formation
processes focus On the costs and benefits of family formation (Becker 1991;
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Easterlin, and Crimmins 1985; Notestein 1953; Lesthaeghe and Surkyn 1988;
Willis 1973). These theories assume that individuals are aware of their self
interest, the options available to them, and are able to act to maximize
benefits. Sociologists have employed these economic theories to study family
formation behaviours. For example, Coleman (1990) links the reorganization
of family life to individuals' childbearing and childrearing behaviours via the
costs and benefits of childrearing. He argues that the proliferation of non
family organizations and institutions (what Coleman calls 'corporate actors')
shift the locus of daily social activities such as production (p. 580), education
(p. 581), food preparation (p. 587), and care of the aged (p. 584) and strips
out the important roles the family has been performing historically. The key
is that when these activities start to happen outside of the family, they reduce
the benefits and increase the cost of marriage and childbearing. For example,
when pnxluctive activities <..lCCur near the home, family members-spouse.
children, and kin---ean assist with different tasks creating positive
externalities for marriage and childbearing. However, when non-family
institutions take over these activities, the positive externalities begin to
weaken. which increases the costs and decreases the benefits of marriage and
childbearing. These increased costs and decreased benefits motivate
individuals to delay marriage and limit their fertility (Coleman 1990: 585).

Similarly, Caldwell's intergenerational wealth flows theory of fertility
decline also suggests that the reorganization of historical family roles. such as
care for the elderly outside the family, reduces the couple's motivation to
have children. When expansion of non-family institutions weakens the role of
family members, particularly the children. intergenerational flows of wealth
reverse, and flow from parents to children. This reversaL argues Caldwell,
induces fertility declines (Caldwell 1982). Likewise, earlier theories of
demographic change contain many similar ideas. For example, Notestein
argued that the reorganization of social activities outside the family reduces
parents' motivations to have children. He wrote that fertility transitions began
in settings that stripped the family of many functions in production,
consumption, recreation. and education (Notestein 1953: 16). Thus, all these
theories suggest an important role of social and family organization to
individual-level childbearing behaviour.

Ideational Theories: Different from microecon6mic theories that emphasize
the costs and benefits of marriage and childrearing, ideational theories stress
the spread of new ideas and social interactions as the key to family change.
Social interactions outside of the family change the pool of people with
whom individuals interact. providing an opportunity to be exposed to new
ideas about family formation. The ideational perspective initially emerged
from the fact that the regional patterns of fertility decline in European
countries were much more closely associated with ~ocial categories such as
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ethnicity, language and religious groupings than differences in economic
conditions, suggesting that patterns of communication and prevailing ideas
about fertility behaviour in those communities may have shaped childbearing
behaviour (Anderson 1986). Previous studies have linked the spread of many
types of new ideas to later marriage and childbearing and high prevalence of
contraceptives. These new ideas include information about love and later
marriage (Macfarlane 1976; Rindfuss and Morgan 1983), smaller family size
preferences (Caldwell 1982; Lightbourne 1984), modem contraceptive
methods (Knodel 1987), higher consumption aspirations (Easterlin 1987;
Freedman 1979), and secular and individualistic attitudes and preferences in
general (Lesthaeghe and Wilson, 1986; Lesthaeghe and Surkyn 1988;
Bumpass 1990). Scholars have not only linked these new ideas to love
marriage (rather than arranged marriage), to older ages at marriages, to later
childbearing, and to contraceptive prevalence, but they have also identified
multiple potential mechanisms through which these new sets of ideas spread.
These mechanisms include social networks (Watkins 1991; Watkins and
Danzi 1995), the spread of Western ideas through colonial education systems
(Caldwell 1982), increased migration, travel, and tourism (Bongaarts and
Watkins 1996; Freedman 1979) and contact with mass media (Bongaarts and
Watkins 1996; Casterline 1985).

The mode of social organization framework is consistent with both
microeconomic and ideational theories of family change. For example, when
daily activities are organized outside of the family, it may alter the costs and
benefits of marriage and childrearing, stimulating individuals to change their
behaviour, as asserted by most microeconomic theories (Bulatao and Lee
1983; Easterlin and Crimmins 1985). On the other hand, reorganized
activities also alter the group of people with whom individuals interact,
facilitating the diffusion of alternative ideas consistent with family and
fertility theories emphasizing the diffusion of new ideas (Montgomery and
Casterline 1993; Cleland and Wilson 1987). Thus the mode of social
organization framework incorporates both microeconomic change and the
diffusion of ideas as mechanisms of fertilIty change. This characteristic of the
framework is particularly useful, as both sets of changes are likely to exert
important influences on marriage and childbearing behaviour (Lesthaeghe
and Surkyn 1988).

However, the family mode of social organization framework does not
make a single set of universal predications. Instead, use of this framework
requires us to define the starting state of the family organization and family
behaviour in order to evaluate the likely consequences of specific changes in
family organization. Therefore. we describe the setting for our research on
family change before describing our specific hypotheses.
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to support their survival. In 1956, the government, in collaboration with the
United States government (International Cooperation Assistance [lCA]),
implemented a malaria eradication programme and people slowly settled.
Chitwan soon became a "melting poe," with people from all over the country.
This geographically central, new settlement area became home to many
different Himalayan ethnic groups. As shown in Figure 2, the population of
the whole Chitwan district grew very rapidly.

-
Figure 2. Population in Chilwau Over Time 1920·2001

-

Up until the 1970s, the valley remained largely isolated from the rest of the
country. The first all-weather rood into Chitwan was completed in 1979. This
road linked Chitwan's largest town, Narayanghat, 10 cities in Eastern Nepal
and India Two other impcrtant roads followed: one in the west linking that
town to the western portion of Nepal. and another in the north, linking
Chitwan to Kathmandu. Because of Narayanghat's central location, by the
mid·1980s this once isolated town became the transportation hub of the
country. This change produced a rapid proliferation of government services,
businesses and wage labour jobs in Narayanghat, and a massive expansion of
schools, health services, markets, bus services, cooperatives and employment
centers throughout Chitwan (Pokharel and Shivakoti 1986: Axinn and
Yabiku 2001).

Figure 3 shows the average walking distance. in minutes, to the nearest
public services over time. This average distance is calculated f.rom 171
neighbourhoods systematically selected to represent western Chitwan valley
(for details about sampling procedure please see Barber et. al. 1997). The

-
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In 1955, the Nepalese government opened this valley for settlement by
distributing land parcels to people from adjoining districts of the country. The
flat terrain with its highly fertile soil and wann climate offered promising
opportunities for people who were struggling with the-steep mountain slopes

Nawalparasi

Figure 1: Map of Study Area: The Chitwan Valley
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The Study Setting
The study area for this programme of research is the western pan of the
Chitwan Valley in the south central part of Nepal. As shown in Figure I, it is
surrounded by the Royal Chitwan National Park (reserved jungle) and the
Rapti River in the soum. Nepal's East-West Highway and Barandabar Forest
in the east, and by the Narayani River in the west and north. The total land
area of western Chitwan is 91 square miles. Until the 1950s, Chilwan wa~

covered with dense tropical forest with diverse flora and fauna including the
one homed rhino, the Bengal tiger and many species of highly poisonous
snakes, birds, trees, shrubs and grasses. Because of the high prevalence of
malaria, Chitwan was until the 1960s known as the Death Valley. There were
only a few tribal communities, such as the Chepangs in the hills and the
Tharus, Majhis and Bates along the riverside, who earned their livelihood
throogh hunting, fishing and gathering forest prooucts in Chitwan.
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numbers in the Y-axis in Figure 3 are average minutes to the nearest service
and the nwnbers in the X·axis are the years, beginning From 1953 to 1995. As
shown in Figure, there has been dramatic decrease in the average walking
distance to the nearest public services over last 50 years. For example. in
1960. residents of western Chitwan on an average had to walk about an hoor
to reach to their nearest school. whereas in 1990 they could reach to the
nearest school after only a 10 minute walk. Similar but more gradual trends
are common for OI:her public services such as health services. bus services,
markets and employers. This transformation, from an isolated valley to a
busy business center and fast·growing valley, has had tremendous impact on
the daily social life of communities and individuals.

Figure 3: Change Over Time In Mean Mlnutlls by Fool
to the Nearest Public Services
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The massive expansion of services such as schools. health services, bus
services, market, employment centers and communication facilities resulted
in more young people going to school, working outside the family and
interacting with mass media. As a result there has been a sharp increase in
school enrolment, visits to health clinics, employment outside of the home.
and exposure to different sources of mass media in recent binh cohorts
(Axinn and Barber 2001; Axinn and Yabiku 20011 Barber and Axinn 2004;
Ghimire et al.. 2006; Yabiku 2004. 2005).
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Hypothesis
As we discussed above, the above setting represents high levels of family
organization, with most social activities organized within the family and
family system, characterized by arranged marriage, early marriage and a low
level of contraceptive use, high marital fenility and extended families. In this
setting, increased access to non·family ocganizalions and institutions, such as
markets. schools, health care, mass media. and transponation is expected 10

result in the reorganization of production, consumption. residence, recreation
and socialization outside the family. This reorganization of the social
activities of daily life alters the costs and benefits of marriage and
childrearing, and is predicted to increase age at first marriage. lead to later
first birth, promote contraceptive use and lower total fertility.

Data and Methods
The CYFS selected an equal probability. systematic sample of 171
neighbourhoods in Western Chitwall (Barber et al. 1997). Once a
neighbourhood was selected. a history of each neighbourhood was collected
using a calendar method (Ax inn, Barber and Ohimire 1997). At least six
group interviews of people residing in the neighbourhood and nearby were
conducted to generate information on changes in neighbourhood services and
facilities from 1953 to 1995. Furthermore. the information collected on
neighbourhood services from these interviews was verified with archival
records from local institutions such as schools. health services. and district
level government offices.

Following the neighbourhood histories data collection. a household
survey was carried out to collect information pertaining to household
resources. In addition. a separate survey was conducted to collect information
on relationships among households within each neighbourhood. A tOl:al of
1.805 households residing within the 171 neighbourhoods were interviewed
witha 100% response rate. I

After the household surveys were conducted, all individuals aged 15 to 59
residing in the sampled households were personally interviewed using a
standardized questionnaire and a Life History Calendar (LHC). Also
surveyed were respondents' spouses who lived elsewhere or who were
Outside the age range. A total of 5.271 individuals were interviewed. with a
97% response rate. In the standardized interviews, individuals were asked a
variety of questions regarding their family background, personal
characteristics. experiences, childhood community context and attitudes
about various aspects of social life. In addition, the LHC portion of the
survey collected information on residence, marital status, children,
contraceptive use, living arrangements, schooling and work experience.
Although the LHC uses a more flexible approach to gathering data than
Structured interview questions. it does collect standardized calendar time
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clear upward trend shows that the proportion participating in the selection of
their spouse has increased steadily and dramatically over the past 00 years.
None of the people married between 1936-1945 participated in the selection
of their spouse. but over half of those married between 1986-1995 did so.
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To investigate the individual level detenninants of participation in spouse
choice, instead of using a dichotomy of arranged marriage vs individual
choice, Ghimire et al. (2006) treat the choice of a spouse as continuum and
focus on the level of respondent participatioo in the choice of her or his
spouse. In order to estimate multivariate models of this ordinal measure of
participation in spouse choice. Ghimire et. aJ. (2006) use an ordered logistic
regression estimation technique. For more details about this estimation
technique, the measures used in these models, or other aspects of the model
specification, please see Ghimire. et al (2006). Our aim here is only to
provide a brief summary of the substanlive results from these complex
multivariate models.

Among the six non-family experiences (school enrolment, educational
attainment. non-family work, non-family living, media exposure and
participation in youth club) that Ghimire et. aI. (2006) investigated, exposure
to media and participation in youth clubs both have independent significant
effects on the degree of participation in spouse choice. The odds of
participation in a higher category of spouse choice for those who scored at
the top of the CYFS media exposure index are 54% greater than for those

information for various defined domains in predetennined time periods. The
LHC provides special advantages for accurate retrospective measurement and
sequencing of personal life events (Axinn, Pearce and Ghimire 1999; Belli
1998: Freedman. Thornton, Camburn, Alwin and Young-DeMarco 1988).
and the structured interview allows these reported events to be linked to
personal and contextual characteristics.

Finally. the CVFS launched a prospective monthly demographic and
contraceptive use survey. After the individual interviews were completed in
1997. the CVFS started collecting infonnation each month from the
respondent households on demographic events, including migration, living
arrangements, marriage, birth, death and contraceptive use. If any original
households or respondents moved out of the sample neighbourhood. they
were followed, and new individuals and households that moved into the
sample neighbourhood were added to the monthly registry system. Thus the
CYFS gathered a unique combination of measures designed to provide
comprehensive understanding of the dramatic family changes happening in
Chitwan.

Marital Arrangements
We begin our summary of results by presenting findings from Ghimire.
Axinn, Yabiku and Thornton's 2006 study of premarital noo-family
experiences and spouse choice. In this study !he authors both documented the
changes in the participation in the selection of a spouse over time and
investigated individual level detenninants of participation in choice of first
spouse. Thus, the dependent variable in their analyses is the degree of
participation in choice of first spouse.

Out of the 2,832 ever married rtspondents interviewed in the CYFS, 65
per cent reported that their first marriages were solely arranged by
parents/relatives and the rest of the 35% reported they had either participated
to some degree or solely chose their spouse. This suggests that a vast
majority of Nepalese still have their spouses solely chosen by their parents
and relatives.

In Figure 4 we show change over time in the proportion of married
individuals who participated in the selection of their spouse by the year of
marriage. Year of marriage. in 10 year marriage cohorts, is along the x-axis
and proportion who participated in spouse selet:tion is along the y-axis. The
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Results
Our resuhs come from several previous studies conducted using CYFS data
during the last ten years. Some of these studies focus on timing of first
marriage, some on the arrangement of marriage. some on timing of first birth
and some on the timing of contraceptive use to limit fenility. We organize the
discussion of these results in the order of our predictions above.
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who scored at the bottom of this index that ranges from 0-3. Likewise, those
who participated in youth clubs are 46% more likely to have more
participation in spouse choice than those who did not.

The results point toward particularly strong effects of media exposure and
participation in youth groups before marriage on participmion in the sele<:tion
of a spouse. The analyses conducted by Ghimire et al. (2006) go on to
demonstrate that increased exposure to mass media can account for the vast
majority of the cohort change in young people's participation in the choice of
their spouse. Participation in youth clubs is also important, but exposure to
the mass media is by far the strongest explanatory factor in this watershed
change in marital behaviour.

Marriage Timing
Studies of marriage liming using the CVFS data echoed results of marital
arrangement. Similar to participation in spouse selection, mean age at
marriage has also increased over time. Figure 5 displays the mean age at first
marriage for different marriage cohorts. Year of marriage is along the x-axis
and mean age at marriage is along the y-axis. As this figure shows, the mean
age at marriage has risen dramatically across marriage cohorts in our study.
The mean age at marriage for those married between 1956 and 1965 was just
over age 15, but for those manied between 1996 and 2002 it was nearly 21
years. TIlis trend is also evident in national surveys.

Figure 5. Mean Age at First Marriage Over Time 1956·2002
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Using CVFS neighbourhood history calendar, individual interview, and life
history calendar data, Yabiku conducted a comprehensi ve investigation of the
factors associated with the timing of marriage as the rate of marriage
factors that increase the rate of marriage speed up marriage, while factors that
reduces the rate delay marriage? His findings are published in a pair of
articles on marriage timing (Yabiku 2004 and 2(05). In Yabiku's analyses of
marriage timing, he found that a broad array of community characteristics,
neighbours' and individual's experiences and attitudes have strong effects on
the rate of first marriage. Having schools, health services, cinema halls, or
bus stops within a 5 minutes walk from the respondent neighbourhood
decreases the marriage rate, whereas having an employer or police station
nearby increases the rate of marriage. Having neighbours with high
education, media exposure, and attitudes favoring late marriage and
singlehood all decreases the marriage rate. AI the individual level, school
enrolment, visits to a health service, and premarital exposure to media each
has a strong negati ve effect on the rate of marriage. For example, among the
married women, those who have watched television before their marriage
marry at rates 36% lower than the women who have never watched television
before their marriage (for details see Yabiku 2004 and 2005). On the
contrary, years of schooling and employment in the previous year both
increase the rale of marriage.

Age at First Birth
Similar to mean age at marriage, the mean age of women at firsl birth has
also increased over time. Figure 6 displays the mean age of women at first
birth for different marriage cohorts. Year of first birth is along Ihe x-axis and
mean age at firsl birth is along the y-axis. As this figure shows, the mean age
at first birth has risen gradually across birth cohorts in our study. The mean
age of women at first birth for those women who gave fIrSt birth between
1956 and 1965 was just over age 19, bUl for those who gave first birth
between 1996 and 2002 it was nearly 22 years.
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Flgul1I 6. Mean Age.1 First Birth overTime 1956-2002

Using the CVFS measures. Ghimire and his co,"eagues ~on~uct.ed a detailed
investigation of the factors associated with thiS dramatic.n~ In the agt? at
first birth. Like Yabiku, Ghimire and colleagues treat Ihe timing of first b~rth

as the rate of first births, investigating factors that increases rates at first birth
(speed up birth timing) versus factors that n::duce t~c rate of first birth (d~lay

first birth liming). His results can be found In a series of papers on first .bl~
timing (Ghimire 2004; Ghimire 2006: Ghimire and Axinn 2006: ~d Ghllrure
and Hoeller 2006). Ghimire and lUinn (2006) found thai haVing sch~ls.

health services and agriculture cooperatives nearby each substantially
decreases the rale of first birth. Similarly, Ghirnire (2004) found that
neighbours' media exposure tends 10 redu~ the first birth ra~e. while
neighbours' marital and childbearing expenences and non 4 famlly work
increase this rate. Although part of nei&hbours' influence work through
neighbourhood characteristics, both neighbours' .ex~riences and
neighbourhood characteristics influence the rate of firsl~ m~dent of
each other. Similarly. Ghimire and Hoelter (2006) found Important Impact of
local land use on first birth timing. The results show that women from
communities with a larger proportion of agricultural land experience first
birth at rates higher than those women living in communities with ~ ~mall~r

proportion of agricultural land. On the contrary. women hVlng ~n

communities with a larger proportion of land area under public
infrastructures gave first birth at rates lower than those women who lived ~n
neighbourhoods with a smaller proportion land area devoted to pubhc

infrastructure.
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At the individual level, Ghimire (2006) found that the individual
experiences of wives and husbands both have independent effects on first
birth timing. For wives. higher age at marriage. non-family work experience.
educational attainment. and media exposure all tend 10 increase the firSI birth
rale, v.1J.ile participation in husband selection. school enrolment, and
contraceptive use tend 10 reduce this rale. For husbands. panicipation in
selection of a wife. educalional attainment, and media exposure increase the
rate of first birth. while school enrolmenl reduces it.

Togelher, findings of these studies provide empirical evidence for
dramatic family change from parenlally arr.mged marriages al young ages
and young motherhood to increasing participalion in spouse selection, and
older age at marriage and childbearing. These changes in Nepalese family
patterns are greally influenced by ways in which individuals' social activities
are organized within the family versus OUiside Ihe family. For example. those
who enrolled in school are more likely to delay marriage and childbearing.
Similarly, participation in youth clubs and exposure to mass media each
strongly encourages participalion in spouse choice. What this means to
Nepali society is. as more and more Nepalese continue to engage in non
family aclivilies. and spend more rime outside of their family. they will be
more likely to adopi these new family patterns that were not historically
common in Nepal.

Contracepti"e Use
Finally. we summarize the findings from another sel of studies (Axinn and
Barber 2001; Axinn and Yabiku 2001: Barber and Axinn 2004: Brauner.
Axinn and Ghimire 2004). which are a part ofCVFS studies on contraceptive
use to limit childbearing. Contraceptive use behaviour has also changed
dramatically in Chilwan. In Figure 7 we show the proportion of women at
each age, with at leas! one child, who has ever used a contraceptive method
10 stop having children. by cohort. Age is along the x-axis and the proportion
of women is along the y-axis. Among the cohort born in 1942-51 (ages 45-54
in 1996). less than 5% had used contraception 10 terminate their childbearing
by age 25. Yet among the cohort born in 1962-71 (ages 25-34). mere than
35% had used contraception to terminate their childbearing by age 25. Of
COUrse, many in the 1942-51 birth cohort eventually went on 10 use birth
COntrol (49% by age 45). but the large differences across cohorts
demonstrafes a tremendous change in the pace of adopting contraception.
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Figure 7: Proportion of Women Using Contraceptives by Age

Axinn and Barber (2001) examine the consequences of access 10 schools,
women's own schooling, husband's ~hooling and children's schooling on
the rate of contraceptive use in Chitwan. They find that living within a one
hour walk of a school during childhood substantially and significantly raises
the odds of limiting childbearing in adulthood. Women who lived nearby a
school during their childhood have 41 % higher odds of adopting a permanent
contraceptive method during anyone-year period, given that they have not
already done so. More importantly. this effect is independent of the effects of
community characteristics. Living near a school during childhood increases
the likelihood of fertility limitation regardless of whether the woman lives
llear a school as an adult. This effect is consistent with other research
indicating that exposure to social change during childhood ahers family
related attitudes, but exposure 10 social change during adulthood does not
(Barber 2004). Furthermore, Axinn and Barber (2001) also lind a strong
positive influence of women's, their husband's and their children's school ing
on the rate of contraceptive use for slOpping childbearing. OveralL Axinn and
Barber find the spread of mass education has a strong influence on the
transition from unlimited childbearing to the widespread use of birth control
10 limit childbearing.
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Axinn and Yabiku (2001) conducted a parallel study using these same
data, but investigated a broader range of non-family organizations and
services. They found that childhood community context has long term effecls
on fertility limitation that are nOI explained by adult experiences or adult
community context. Exposure to non-family organizations and services in
childhood significantly increases the odds of using contraceptives to
terminate childbearing many years later, in adulthood (Axinn and Yabiku
2001). They also found that close access to non-family organizations and
services at the time when contraceptioo decisions are being made
significantly increases the rate of contraceptive use to limit childbearing.
They find that individuals' own non-family experiences explain part of, but
not all, of this effect of the local community context. Overall, the Axinn and
Yabiku (2001) results pain! toward the reorganization of the social activities,
from the family to non-family organizations, as the key link between
community level contextual change and individual level adoption of birth
control to limit family size.

Barber and Axinn (2004) offer a detailed investigation of the role of mass
media on fertility preference and behaviour. Their investigatioo makes
several interesting findings. They find that a wife's exposure to radio, movie,
television and newspaper are each strongly related to positive attitudes
toward contraceptive use, preferences for smaller family size, weaker son
preferences and higher rates of permanent contraceptive use. More
interestingly, among the four media sources they investigated, exposure to
movie and radio have strong independent effect on permanent contraceptive

'"".
In a more recent study of the impact of the spread of health services on

contraceptive use, Brauner and her colleagues similarly find the important
effect of access 10 health service providers on permanent contraceptive use.
The findings also indicate that besides simple access to contraceptive
methods, other health services offered by these health service providers also
influence the rate of contraceptive usc in this selling. Brauner and her
coJleagues found that both the provision of contraceptive methods and
maternal and child health services have independent effects on the rate of
contraceptive use to end childbearing. For example, the provision of child
:accination services increases the rate of contraceptive use 10 limit fertility
Illdependently of family planning services.

Discussion
Using the unique and comprehensive measures created for the Chitwan
Valley Family Study (CVFS), a team of researchers have documented
dntrnatic changes in family formation behaviours that are taking place in
Chitwan. The findings of these studies show that more and more Nepali
youth are embracing new marital and childbearing behaviours that were
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almost non-existent a few decades ago. More young people are taking part in
the selection of their own spouse, marrying at older ages, starting
childbearing later and limiting their fertility. These are monumental changes
within the lifetimes of the current residents of Chitwan valley, making the
family experiences of young people much different to those of their parents.

In addition, the results of these studies reveal many of the key forces
operating to produces these changes. The evidence we summarize here
focuses on effects of childhcxxt and contemporary community contexts, as
well as both the experiences and attitudes of neighbours and individuals.
These findings suggest an important interplay between the structural and
ideational forces producing these changes. The empirical evidence points
toward the spread of mass media, participation in youth groups, education in
schools and the spread of non-family organizations and services including
schools, employment centers, markets and health services as key factors
increasing participation in spouse choice, age at marriage, age at first birth
and contraceptive use to limit childbearing.

Perhaps more importantly, these analyses indicate that the dramatic
changes in the families and family behaviours in this agrarian society have
been influenced by factors at both the individual level and the contextual
level. Rarely has any research on family change been able to provide such a
comprehensive investigation of the influence of both the individual and
contextual factors from a single setting. Research in Chitwan suggests that
even in a society where family and kinship institutions are very strong, young
people are aware of and greatly influenced by the new experiences outside of
family, and the behaviour of people and institutions around them.

In terms of theoretical implications, the evidence provided here is
consistent with the modes of social org!nization framework which suggests
that both the structural and ideational aspects of individuals' life
circumstances are important parts of their decision~making processes. The
important effects of childhood community context found in these studies is
consistent with theories of childhood socialization that suggest that
individuals construct their family building plans early in life and stick with
those plans (Coleman, 1990; Easterlin, 1987; Elder, 1974, 1977, 1983; Mead,
[1934] 1967). On the other hand, the strong effects of the characteristics of
the contemporary community context we find in these analyses support the
microeconomic views, which emphasize the cost-benefit tradeoff's percei ved
at the time of family building decisions (Becker 1991; Coleman 1990;
Easterlin and Crimmins 1985; McNicoll 1980, 1984; Notestein 1953). As
with many dimensions of social life, it appears that both early life
socialization and later life opportunities and constraints are involved in
reshaping family processes in Chitwan (Axinn and Yabiku 2001).

In addition to their theoretical implications, thes~ findings have important
implications for policies aimed at reducing population growth in societies
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undergoing rapid social, economic and institutional change in a context of
persistently high fertility in general and Nepal in particular. The findings of
these studies go beyond the previous research findings in terms of
understanding the mechanisms through which social, economic and
institutional changes influence individual behaviour and providing new
directions for public policy.

First, numerous studies in the past have shown a strong association
between the spread of mass education and fertility decline around the world.
As a result, pulicy makers from the poorer parts of the world have often taken
mass education as a panacea for social problem, including reducing the
population growth. However, empirical evidence from more detailed studies
including the results of our own studies, indicate that the human capital
young individuals accumulate from educational attainment actually speeds up
marriage (Thornton, Axinn and Teachman 1995; Yabiku 2004 and 2005) and
the beginning of childbearing (Ghimire 2003, 2006), once they are out of
school. Only school enrolment reduces the rate of both marriage and first
birth (Yabiku 2004 and 2005, Ghimire 2003 and 2006). On the other hand,
some dimensions of mass education, particularly exposure to school in
childhood, men's education, and sending children to school, have strong
consequences increasing the use of contraception to limit fertility. Population
policies aimed at reducing fertility by postponing marriage and first birth are
likely to be more effective if they focus on keeping young people enrolled in
schools. Population policies aimed at increasing the use of contraception to
limit competed family sizes are likely to be most effective when emphasizing
the enrolment of young children in primary education, particularly first born
children.

Second, Ghimire' s findings of shorter first birth intervals among the
indi viduals who have choice marriage and married at older ages, with a very
low level of contraceptive use before first birth, casts doubts about the
intended impact of late marriage on age at first birth and total fertility.
Indeed, empirical evidences from other settings including Korea, Malaysia,
Taiwan and China (Rindfuss and Morgan 1983; Wu 1996; Wu and Martinson
1993) suggest that the incTease in participation in spouse selection and age at
marriage may actually increase coital frequency, leading to a shorter first
birth interval. Thus, these findings suggests that to achieve the intended goal
of lowering the total fertility, programs that are designed to encourage
independence in selection of spouse and later marriage will have to be
combined with family planning programs to increase contraceptive use.
Third, mass media has been identified as another important force behind the
steady decline in total fertility around the world. The results presented above
show the strong influence of mass media on family and fertility behaviours in
two opposite directions. Exposure to mass media, particularly seeing movies
(the most popular source of mass media in this setting) is found to be strongly
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related to the ideas of youth independence (spouse selection), love, romance
and sexuality. As a result exposure to media in Chitwan encourages marriage
and early childbearing. On the other hand, evidence from Chitwan also
demonstrates that exposure to media is strongly related to positive attitudes
toward contraceptive use, preferences for smaller family size, weaker son
preferences and higher rates of permanent contraceptive use. Although
exposure to mass media encourages preferences and behaviour related to
lower fertility, it is mostly geared toward stopping childbearing. So, from the
perspective of policies and programs aimed at reducing population growth,
media exposure in rural Nepal may be having mixed effects, speeding up the
initiation of childbearing, but also increasing contraceptive use to end
childbearing. If mass media were also targeted at delaying the entrance into
childbearing, induding the use of temporary contraceptives to delay the first

birth, the consequences for population growth would likely be even stronger.
Finally, social scientists and policymakers alike increasingly emphasize

the important role of the social context in shaping both marriage and
childbearing processes (Bongaarts and Watkins 1996; Hogan and Kitagawa
1985; Lloyd and South 1996). The results presented above indicate that both
the individuals' social milieu (neighbours' experiences and attitudes) and the
structural context (local opportunities and constraints) have important
influences on the timing of marriage and childbearing in Chitwan. Thus,
these findings suggest that population policies and programs aimed to
encourage later family formation and lower fertility may be able to affect

behaviour by changing the local social context.
This paper attempts to summarize the findings of multiple studies that

were launched over a decade. By necessi.y, this summary is an incomplete
accounting of the many important aspects of the original research we report.
We strongly encourage interested readers to take full advantage of the
original studies we summarize by reading the papers we cite. The summary
of findings we present here serves to pull together a wide range of findings
into a single picture of family and fertility change in rural Nepal. The
findings we report help to fill a gap in existing knowledge about the factors
affecting family and fertility change in rural Nepal-a gap identified in the
Population Policy and Programs of Nepal's Tenth Five Year Plan (2002
2007) as an extremely high public policy concern. Funhermore, several of the
findings we report here provide empirical evidence to help guide Nepal's

population policies and programs. In the face of only moderate declines in
marital fertility, these findings should help to provide important insights into
the factors associated with continuing moderately high levels of fertility and
those factors mostly likely to lead to additional reductions in fertility.
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Notes
1. To learn more about the details of the data collection, please visit

http:perl.psc.isr.umich.edu
2. All analyses of timing of events (marriage, birth and contraceptive use) feature

hazard models drawing on measures from the Life History Calendar described
above. Because our study design features individuals who are clustered together
in neighbourhoods, all of these hazard models are estimated using techniques
designed to correct standard errors for within-neighbourhood clustering. For
readers interested in learning more about the specific techniques used to estimate
these models, or details of the models themselves, we urge them to consult the
original papers, or the paper describing the estimation techniques we use (Barber,
Murphy, Axinn and Maples 2000). Our focus in this paper is on summarizing the
substantive results of these other studies, so we will not address issues of
modeling and estimation in any detail.
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THE SVANTI FESTIVAL: VICTORY OVER DEATH
AND THE RENEWAL OF THE RITUAL CYCLE IN

NEPAL

Bal Gopal Shrestha

Introduction
Religious and ritual life in Newar society is highly guided by calendrical
festivals. We can say that the Newars spend a good part of their time to
organise and perform these festivals. They are highly organised when it
comes to organising ritual activities. Not only in Kathmandu but also
wherever the Newars have moved and settled, they managed to observe their
regular feasts and festivals, rituals and traditions. Almost every month, they
observe one or another festival, feast, fast or procession of gods and
goddesses. As we know, almost each lunar month in Nepal contains one or
another festival (nakhaQcakha!J). All year round, numerous festivals are
celebrated, processions of deities are carried out and worship is performed.'
Although all major and minor feasts and festivals are celebrated in every
place in many ways similar the celebration of these feasts and festival in each
place may vary. Moreover, there are many feasts and processions of gods and
goddesses in each place, which can be called original to that place. One of the
most common features of all Newar cities, towns and villages is that each of
them has its specific annual festival and procession (jiifrii) of the most
important deity of that particular place. The processions of different mother

goddesses during Pahilqlcarhe in March or April and Indrajarra in August or
September, and the processions of Rato Macchendranath in Patan and Bisket
Jatra in Bhaktapur are such annual festivals.

Besides observing fasts, feasts, festivals, organising processions of gods
and goddesses, and making pilgrimages to religiously important places,
another important feature of Newar society are the masked dances of various
deities. In the Kathmandu Valley several masked dances are performed at
different times of the year. Among them are the DevI dances, performed
around the YaqJya festival in Kathmandu. As we know most Newar socio
religious and ritual activities are taken care of by gUfhi. All these feasts and
fasts, festivals and processions of gods and goddesses, rituals and traditions
of the Kathmandu Valley are characteristic for Newar culture.

Scholars agree on the fact that most feasts, fasts, festivals and procession
of gods and goddesses celebrated in present day Nepal date since the Malia
period some of them even date from the Thakuri period and the LicchavI
period. Analysing some names of festivals found in the GopalarajavaqJS3valI,
the oldest chronicle of Nepal, and an inscription dated 1441 AD (NS 56\),
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Sharma stresses that Newar festivals developed their present shape already
during the reigns of Jayasthiti Malia (1382-95 AD) and Yaksa Malia (1428
1482 AD)2 Even after the 1769 Gorkha conquest of Nepal, the Gorkha rulers
accepted most of Newar culture as their court culture (Hoek 1990), This
helped a great deal in continuation of Newar culture and its rituals in modern

Nepal.
Depending on the nature of the celebrations, Newar festival rituals can

be classified in various categories. For example, some festivals like Svanti
(Tihar), Hoh, the day of worshipping divine serpents (NagapaiicamI) and
MohanI (Dasain) are celebrated by most Nepalese without ethnic or caste
boundaries. These festivals can be considered national festivals. They are
celebrated not only in Nepal. but also in India in a grand manner. Of course,
celebrations of these festivals in Nepal are immensely different from the way
they are celebrated in India, Inside Nepal too, each ethnic group may
celebrate them in a distinct way and sometimes within one group, the way of
celebration may vary from place to place and from family to family3 For the
Newars, MohanI and Svanti are very important annual festivals (nakhal,J), For
the Newars, NagapaficamI and HolT are important, but not celebrated with
any feasts, while the people in the Tarai and in India celebrate both these

festivals in a grand manner.
Most other festivals can be considered as characteristic of the Newar,

because during such festivals no other ethnic groups of Nepal directly
participate. Even in case they celebrate them, their way of doing so is
significantly different from the Newar way, For instance, Sakimilapunhi is
observed only by the Newars; every family worships the full-moon in the
evening and eats fried beans, sweet potatoes and roots of the arum lily
(caladium arumacia); Newar girls may observe a day long fast on this day,
Other ethnic groups do not have this tradition, Similarly Yomaripunhi,

PahfiIncarhe, Digupiija, GathfiInmugai), Kvatipunhi, the processions of the

cows (SaYah), the day of giving alms to Buddhist priests (PafijarfiIn), Catha

or the day to worship the crescent of the moon and GaJ)eSa, the festival

dedicated to the god of rain Indra (Yaqlya), are celebrated by the Newars

only,

Ritual Cycle
When we look at the nature of the celebrations of these festivals, we can
discover an important impact of the agricultural cycle on them,' It can be said
that the social life of the inhabitants of the Valley is still to a large extent
determined by the agricultural cycle, Until today, many feasts and festivals
and processions of gods and goddesses are in one way or the other related to
agriculture, However, it would be wrong to 'conclude that only the
agricultural cycle regulates the ritual calendar of the Valley, because there are
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during these five days, Yama descends on this world. On the tirst and second
day of this festival, Yama's messengers, the crow and the dog are
worshipped. On the third day, the cow is worshipped. Although the cow is

worshipped as Laksmf, the goddess of wealth, she is also respected as an
animal associated with the realm of Yama. Yama's assistance is sought in

order that recently deceased people may cross the river Baitaral).I to reach
heaven. Honouring Yama and his messenger Yamadut on the day of Mhapuja
and worshipping Yama and his bookkeeper Citragupta on the day of Kijapiija
clearly mark the relation of this festival to death. On the day of Mhapiija,
Yama is honoured as a protective god, while on the day of Kijapiija he is
worshipped as an elder brother and Citragupta as a younger brother (A.
Vajracarya 1987: 9-10). Although Yama is invoked on each of the live days
during this festival, many people disagree with the name "Yamapaficaka"

because the lofty ways of celebrating Laksmf, the worship of the self, and the
worship of brothers have weakened the worship of Yama considerably
(Naghabhani 1991: 47).

The NKNP suggests to begin this lestival hy worshipping GaI)esa On the
tirst day, Kachalaga (Kartik) Dvadasf, making it a six-day festival (A.
Vajracarya 1987: 3). However, in practice, people begin this lestival on
Trayodasf by worshipping the crow and they consider it a five-days' festival. (,
The manners of worships now popular among the Newars are:

Kvapiija (first day): worship of crows, messengers (of Death);
Khicapuja (second day): worship of dogs;

Sapuja and Laksmf puja (third day): the worship of cows and

Laksmf, the goddess of wealth;

Mhapiija (fourth day): the worship of the selt~ start of the New
Year; and

Kijapiija (fifth day): the worship of brothers by their sisters.

Kvapiija (first day), worship of crows, messengers (of Death): On the
tirst day of Yamapancaka, people worship and feed Crows. In Newar
households, it is common to offer a portion of fooo to crows every morning
before its members eat their own meal. Crows are believed to be messengers.
They are supposed to carry messages of close relatives and friends from far
away places. People assume the crows are delivering these messages while
cawing. Depending on the voice of that crow, people guess whether it is
delivering a good or a bad message. When it caws near the house with a
sweet voice, this is taken as a g<XXI message. Sometimes the cawing is also
taken as an announcement of the imminent arrival of some guests. However,
if the sound is harsh, then it is supposed to be an indication of something bad
that is going to happen. The crow is also supposed to be the messenger of
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cleaned and decorated with hghts to receive her. Laksmj has been represented
by the word 'SrI' which means the sum of beauty and bettennent. Since

ancient times, the meaning and interpretation of Lak~mf has been vast and

wide. Eight (a$/a/ak;mi) or sixteen (sodsalaksmI) names are invoked to
please her during her worship.8 Traditional painters provide a special picture

of LaksmI: she has four hands; one of her right hands is carrying a traditional

mirror (jva/anhaykanl) and the other is in abhay mudra; one of her left hands

is carrying a vermilion container (sinhaJpmhu) and the other is in bara
mudra; she is seated on her throne, adorned with glittering dresses and
ornaments on her body, wearing a golden crown on her head; her right foot is
touching a tortoise and the left One is in padmiisana mudrii; two gexis of

wealth (Kubera) and two benevolent ghosts (khyafJ) are represented in front
of her. 9

The preparation for the worship of Lak~mI begins early in the morning
in every household by smearing every floor with cow dung mixed with red
clay and water. A line of cow dung and red clay leads from the front of the

house to the secret shrine of Lak~mI. This is to let the goddess Lak~mI find
her way to the place of worship so that she may bestow wealth on them there.
They also garland the doors of the houses and paint them with coloured

powders (Newar: sinlul.lp), especially in shops. Those who own a shop away

from their own house., worship Lak~mI at their shop first, then join their

family to worship Lak~mI at home. As soon as the sun sets, every family
begins to decorate each door and window of their house with pa/aca lamps,
shallow earthen bowls with cooking oil and a wick. Two to three decades
ago, people began replacing the traditional palaca by candles. Today, many
families also decorate their houses with coloured electric bulbs.

In every house, Lak-5ffiI is kept in a secret place of worship called iigQ/p.
All the family members must join the worship. The eldest male member of
the family (naya) is in charge of the worship, while women are responsible
for preparing pilja plates and cleaning the house. Worship ingredients are
generally red and yellow powders, incenses, rice, popped rice, garland of

threads (jajalnka), yoghurt, flowers, seasonal fruits, sweets and other

f()odstuffs. A painting of Lak~mI made by a traditional painter is used to
represent the goddess in the worship room. Old and new coins, money, gold,
silver and all the treasures of the house are exhibited to receive worship on

this occasion. At least One new coin must be offered to Lak~mI or added to
the stores. New utensils, new grains (paddy, rice, and wheat), measuring

objects (mana, ku/e, and pathi) and weighing objects (dhaQ) are also

worshipped. Offering grains from the new harvest to Lak~mI is an essential
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ritual on this occasion, because people must offer the cereals before they

consume them themselves. They believe that Lak~mf is the goddess of grain
whose benediction is necessary to gain good crops. The main reason for

honouring Lak~mi is to achieve her blessing to increase one's wealth and
prosperity. People worship her every day; they believe that this worship

brings them great fortune.
After the worship, follows the family feasts. Dried meat (sukulii) of

various animals, kept from the festival of MohanI two weeks earlier, is
consumed today. Of course, each foodstuff is first offered to the goddess

before the family eats itself. For three nights, Lak~mrs presence is assured by
keeping her in the same place and worshipping her everyday with great
respect. Then, on the day after Kijapiija or on the fourth day's morning, is the

day of sviilp kokayegu, i.e. to bring out Lak~rnrs blessings (flowers, fikii, and
food) from the secret place and distribute among the family members.

Gambling, which is legally forbidden during other times of the year starts

from the day of Laksmfpiija and lasts for three days and three nights. People
believe that gambling is auspicious during Svanti, and might bring them
good fortune. It is notable that gambling was freely permitted during the
Rana regime and was abolished in 1951 but revived after a year. It was
finally abolished in 1963 through an act but it is still in practice.

Mhapiija (fourth day), worship of the self, start of the New Year:
Mhapiija is one of the oldest traditions of Nepal. It is older than that of the

Nepal era (Nepal S~vat) itself. Bhuvanlal Pradhan assumes that one of the
Licchavi kings, most probably Manadeva I (464-505 AD), began this festival
(B. Pradhan 1998; 38). Paying of all the debts of the Nepalese, a generous

trader called S~khadhar Sakhva began the Nepal' S~vat on the 20th
October 879 AD, during the reign of King Raghavadeva

w
It so happened

that the Nepal S~vat was introduced on the day of Mhapiija. Malia rulers in
the Valley of Nepal continued this era as the official one till their rule ended
in 1769. In 1769 AD, after the Gorkha conquest of Nepal, the Shah rulers

began to use Saka S~vat, which was later replaced by Vikram Sat)lvat by
the Rana Prime minister Chandra Shumshere in 1903 AD. 11 As the Nepalese
Historians states, the reason the lunar calendar was replaced with the solar
calendar was because this shrewd and despotic Rana Prime Minister wanted
to cut down the burden of paying salaries for a thirteenth months to

government staff every two years. The use of Nepal S~vat never
completely died out. Since the 1950s, the Newar elite began to celebrate the
New Year's Day of the Nepal era as a public event." Since it is called Nepal

Saqwat, their demand is to recognise it as a natio~al era. As the demand
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came from the Newars, it began to be labelled the Nevari Sarnvat by many

non-Newar people. In 1999, Nepalese government declared Sarnkhadhar

Sakh~ala, the founder of the Nepal S~vat a national hero (Rastriya
Vlbhutl) of Nepal. Nepalese people have taken this decision as a token of
recognItIOn of the Nepal Sarnvat as a national era So f th. . ar, e government
has taken no steps towards recognising Nepal Sarpvat as an official calendar

for any purpose. Those in favour of Nepal S~vat argue that since all
relIgIOUS ntual activiti~s in Nepal are based on lunar calendar it should not
be a problem to recognIse it for the purpose.

On New Year's Day, Mhapiija is celebrated in a great way. On this day
Newar people perform Mhapiija to all the deities located in thei;
neIghbourhood before t~.~y perform the worship of the self (Mhapiija) at their
houses. Usually, MhapuJa IS performed in the evening on the top floor of the
house. The floor IS cleaned and smeared with cow dung and red clay. Then a
m~ndala, a cosmic CIrcle of flour, is drawn for each person. Mandalas are
also drawn for those members of the family who are absent and for the guests
who are present on the occasion. They also draw some mandala in the n~e

of the three hundred thirty million deities (tetisako(i dyo), of Yama, of his
messenger (Yarnadu\) and of Siva's messenger (Sivadut); and for household
Ite~s_such a~ b~oom, wmnow, grinding stone, pestle, mortar, measurin ot
(mana an~pathl), water container (karuvii), and earthen pitcher. 13 I obs:r~ed
the MhapuJa ceremony 10 my own family and in a Jyapu family in Sankhu. In

both cases, steamed rice-flour figures of Yama, his messenger, Ganesa

Laksmf: Kubera and Balimja were displayed. In the centre of each manda'la ~
small OIl mandala is drawn. Then, red powder, flowers, popped and husk~d
nee are showered over the mandala A small kl'nd f ._" . a nee pastry
(lvahacaman), walnuts, mcense, chestnuts, wild lime, common citron (tab .)

. . ~,

CItruS ~Il (bhvagatyii), threads (jajatpkii), flower garlands and long wicks
(khelulta) are placed around a mandala to be handed over to the person
slttmg 10 front of the mandala. As far as possible, all the members of the
famIly SlIm a smgle row 10 front of one's mandala, facing east. Facing south

~ beheved ~o be inauspicious. In my own (Sre~!ha) family, the eldest male
ember (nayo) of the house sits at the head of the row' then his J'un' .

unmarned da ht d ' , lars,
h ug ers an other women are seated according to seniority In
~ e Jyapu family, I observed that the eldest women representing the d~ad
head of the famIly sat at the. head of the row as the head of the family, then
:r JunIOrs accordmg 10 senlOnty. To consider eldest women as the head of
t e famIly even when there are adult sons is a significant difference between
Sres!ha and Jyapu families.
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The nii.vo worships a small lamp containing a figure of GaI).esa
(sukundii) before he begins other ritual activities." All other members of the

family also throw a few grains of rice to GaIJ.esa in a gesture of worship.

Then the eldest woman (nakilp) of the house puts a {ikii on everybody's

forehead; other elder women assist her in handing over the kheluitii, jajalllkii
and fruits. The person who is thus blessed throws a few grains of rice over
these things in a gesture of worship. Everybody must light his or her kheluitii
and place it on his own mandala. This act can be seen as the actual moment
of worshipping the self. The eldest woman pours worship items (luigu) on the
mandala of each person, and then she also pours them three times over the
body of each person. This is to wish the person worshipped's good, health,
happiness and prosperity. Then fruit, threads and garlands are handed over.

Towards the end of the ceremony, the persons worshipped are given sagaIp, a
ritual blessing which is composed of a boiled egg, a fish, pieces of boiled
meat and bread made of lentil (va) together with liquor to wish them happy

and prosperous days ahead. Before the ritual ends, pieces of taJ:1si and other

fruit are eaten.
Walnuts, ta!Jsi, kheluitii and mandala are the crucial items of the

ceremony. The mandala represents the person worshipped, the kheluitii his

life, the tahsi his purity and the walnut his strength. It is necessary to keep
kheluitii lighted until the worship is linished. It is considered a bad sign if it
extinguishes during the ritual, because people link the light with a person's
lifespan." The Mhapuja ceremony ends with the sweeping away of the
decorated mandala simultaneously from the bottom to the top of the row and
frtlm the top to the bottom. After sweeping away the mandala, the ceremony
is finished, and a family feast then starts marking the actual end of the

celebration of Mhapuja.
By celebrating Mhapuja, people anticipate a successful and prosperous

life during the coming year. The worship is also supposed to provide people
with good health and a long life (Munakarmi 1975: 60). The way of
celebrating this festival may vary from one family to another, but the
significance of the celebration is not differently understood. Like in all other
Newar festivals, women playa major role in arranging the necessary items
for the worship. In my family, they also take the responsibility of
worshipping all the male members of the family, while male members
usually do not reciprocate such tasks. If a person is living alone he must
perform his Mhapuja himself. In such a case this can be considered a real
worship of the self. Worship of the self means to recognize a god in oneself.
The celebration of Mhapuja indicates that the one who realises his capacities
may turn himself into a god. To be a god means to be able to sacrifice
oneself for the wellbeing of others. According to Baldev Juju. a Newar
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cUodlt~~e specialist, the ultimate aim of a person is to attain the level of a
g .

During the Mhapuja, the charitable demon king Baliraj is also worshipped
(NaghabhanI 1991' 44-45) A yth II. ,. m te s that he was pushed to the

netherworld (patiila) by the god Visnu to prevent him from conquering
heaven. By the power 01 hIS vow of giving gifts, Baliraj was about to conquer

heav~n. ThIs alarmed all the gods, so one day the disguised Visnu arrived at
Bahra]'s door as a saint and begged for some space to mak" th
C lB' _. e ree steps.
Jenerous y, . ahraj granted the disguised Vi~lJu permission to step wherever

he wanted. Vl~lJ~ use.d this opportunity to deceive Baliraj. Vi~lJu covered the
whole heaven wllh hiS first step and the earth by h'· d . .. . IS secon step, so Bahraj
had nothIn~. left hIS own head for VisJ.lu's third step, which enabled Visnu to

p~~h Bahraj do~~.t~. the netherworld. However, after this unpleasani 'task,

VI~I:~ as~ed .Bahraj If he had any wishes. Baliraja now requested permission

to VISit h=:_kmg~om once a year to see his people. Vi~lJu granted him the da
of ~ha~u]a as hIS day on earth .. The myth tells that the joyous celebration :r
~~a~~~ IS to assure kIng Bahraj that his. people are living happily in his
f .g I fAithough the demon kIng Bahra] IS respected in Nepal during the
~sttva 0 Svantt many people do not agree that Nepal is Baliraj's ancient
k~ngdom: K.B. Uday believes that the worship of Baliraj is a tradition wh'-h
has ItS ongIn In IndIa (Uday 2000: 2). ' IC

" On the day of Mhapuja, the Parvate people in Nepal worship the
~~~u~aIn 01 the dung of cow (gobardhan parvat) and the ox (goru).

ccor mg to a myth, Lord Krishna began this tradition to commemorate the
day he protected the Braja people of Gokula from Indra's attack by c . t' .
mountam f d rea mg a
T . . a cow ung (gobardhan parvat). Noted Nepalese historian
N~r~tna Man~dhar, st~tes that the tradition of gobardhan pilja started i~
. pal only dunng the nIneteenth century i.e. during the Shah rule (AD 1769

to_t:" date). According to Hindu mythology, KrisJ.la perl,,,,med gobardhan
/Jllja .before the harvest in July but not after the harvest in October as I't I'S the
case III Nepal. ,. .

~ijapjjj~ (fifth day). worship of brothers: This is the linal day of the live
y . o.bserv~n(;e of the Yamapancaka or Svanti festival. Today sisters

\tVeOtrs~IIP the"l bbrothers to bring them health, happiness and prosperity' This
S Iva IS (;ee rated N I . .p. . • .: In . epa. not only by the Newars, but also by the

31\ates and the people of the Tarai. Among the Newars, this day is known
as the d'lY of K"'a -'- h'l. . . ( . Ij pUja, w I e the Parvates (;a11 it Bhaitika. For most Newars
It IS the OC(; h' . .,
(1th

.. . aSlon to wors Ip both younger and elder brothers but for many
ers It IS the d'ly to 'h· I' 'n1'lrricd SI' ste ,< wor~ Ip on y their younger brothers. On this day,

, .. rs re urn to their pare t· I h ... n domes to worshIp their brothers. or



=
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brothers visit their sisters to receive worship from t~e~. The reigning king

h ' .• ·t· al by receiving tikii from hIS sisters. Every year, aalso observes t IS les IV . . ._

nyal astrologer announces the most auspicious moment to reecI:c fl~a fr~m
r t s but apart from the king, people choose their own convenient tIme orSIS cr..,

the worship. Y d etragupta are
00 the day of Kijapilja, together with brotherl~' ama an . I da
.' ed So mandala are drawn for them too. In my family, on the y

wfoMrs~~pPilJ'a' these are placed on the top of the row of worshIp, b_ut on
f

theldaY
ja " b h'l in the Jyapu ami yf K"- ira they are placed at the aUoln W 1 e . ..__ ,_

a IJap \ . 'f did not change." Most ingredIents used at KIJapuJa
obse~:e~I' t etlor PthO~~~O~t Mhapilja, such as the drawing of mandaI,a, ,Oil
are Simi ar· .' Th f orshlppmg

d la and the worship items mentIOned before. e way 0 W
man a " . -'- b tth' t' the actors arebrothers by their sisters is also similar to MhapuJa, U IS Imc .

sisters. The most important items of the day are oil mandala. walnuts, tabsl

and vavsvam (a small nut-shaped flower). . . .. '
g iaini~ .~I(Jkas from Satkarma Ratniivalf and a tradl.tlO~al ca1end~

(Piit~~r Nagh~bhani states that the worship of brothers by their ~1Sters ~n t~:~
a is a tradition derived from the legendary worshIp of ,a~~ _~,

d y. .' Y a- He thinks it is wrong to call the day KIJapuJa oryounger sIster amun . 'f h' .t
'wor;hip'of the younger brother' because the texts do n,ot spect y t ,~~ as:~h
of brotherhood. He thinks it would be more appropnate to wO~~91. 225-

Younger and elder brothers (Naghabhanl 1991: 46 anddupadhyaHY du 'myth
. 'fi d 'th Yam-, Accor 109 to am,231), Yamuna is also ldentlte WI. _, _

Y d Y r are son and daughter of Vivasvat (the sun) and U Saranyu
arna an am h b t Yama refusedd e twins Yarni tried to persuade Yama to marry er, u. .

~~e ~o osa1'~f an incestuous marriage, as he was afraid ,of beIng c~~led evll
(0' PFI~erty 1978: 64). Another myth tells that on tblS day a sister was
preparing a worship of her brother, but Yama, the god of death, arnved tto
take away her brother because his life span on earth ran out. Thedpedever~~:

ersuaded Yama to wait and witness the worship. She worshIp
io ether with her brother, which moved Yama. Consequently, Yama saved
he~ brother's life. This myth tells that she requested Yama not to take away

her brother until the oil mandala dried up and gvaysviiip faded away. ~eople
believe that a mandala made from oil never dnes up; so nut-shaped ower

vavsviim) never fades away, and Yama had to give up the Id~ of takmg
(g . h . b ther It is believed that from that time onwards slslers beg~n
awayher roth . 'b others on this day believing that it will bestow a long Itfe
wars tppmg elf r ' . . 'bl er
on them. The myth makes it clear that people assume It 's posSt e 10 conqu
death by worshipping Yama, the god of death. Hence, thIS occasion can be
taken as a celebration of the victory of life over death. .
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The day of Kijapilja is also meant to exchange gifts among brothers and
sisters. Not only do sisters worship their brothers and bless them with
happiness and a long life, but they also feed them with delicious foods,
sweets, fruits, walnuts, chestnuts, betel nuts, pistachio nuts, cashew nuts,
almonds, raisins, cinnamon, chocolates and cloves (masalii pva), In return,
brothers give money or dothes or other items to their sisters.
The end of the worship of brothers is considered to be the end of the five-day
long Svanti festival, but the real closure of the festival takes place on the day
following Kijapilja. On this day, early in the morning, the final worship of

Laksmi is performed and the prasiid of Laksmi are taken out from the iigalll
to be distributed among the family members. The blessings include flowers,

lim, sweets, fruits and a feast. Married daughters and sisters are also invited
to receive the blessings and to attend the feast.

Significance or the rituals
Paiicaka is a Sanskrit name given to this festival, which means 'consisting of
five' (Monier Williams 1988: 578). To call this festival 'Paiicaka' seems
appropriate since it is celebrated for five consecutive days, 'Pancaka' is
generally considered an inauspicious period, which may occur twelve to
thirteen times in a year,I9 Auspicious tasks like sowing the fields are avoided
during such a period. It is considered dangerous for a family when a member
dies during any of the days of the Paiicaka. People believe that in such a case
as much as five members from the same family will die. To avoid such a
disaster, adequate attention is given when somebody dies during a Paiicaka
period: during the cremation of the dead body, eggs are added to the corpse
as a substitute of human Iives.

As the god of death, Yama is accountable for determining the moment
of death of all the creatures in the world. Therefore, Yama's predominance
during the Paiicaka festival is clear. In this regard the name 'Yannapaiicaka'
or 'Five days dedicated to Yama' given to the festival is significant. Paiicaka
as a festival is considered a good period but, because of Yama's presence, it
is not without danger. Unlike during other festivals the chief deity of this
festival does not have any processions, but Yama's presence from the first
day of the festival to the end is obvious. To celebrate a festival in the
presence of Yama, the god of death, can be considered a most risky
enterprise. Therefore, people may have taken this festival as an opportunity to
appease Yanna so that they receive his bliss. By worshipping Yama, people
solicit his grant of a long life in the world and in heaven after one's death.
Hindus believe that, as soon as one dies, one's departed soul moves to
Yanna's court. There all souls are judged; either they are awarded heaven or
they are sent to hell. Remembering, worshipping and appeasing deceased

ancestors (PilrJ are dominant feature of Newar ritual life. Every morning,

J

I

.r ~
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sons must offer water and food to their deceased ancestors. During all major

and minor festivals, the ancestors are presented food (jugibvaIJ), and they are
involved during any special family ceremony like maniage or other lifecycle
rituals. ,~raddha is performed once a year to worship and feed them.
Therefore, the worship of Yama, the god of death, during the Svanti festival
is not to be surprised at, but is just another occasion of appeasing Yama who
might otherwise cause untimely death or trouble after one's death.

However, as it is now, the main focus of the festival is not Varna, but

Lak~mI, the worship of the self and the worship of brothers. Although people
celebrate this festival for five days, they consider these three days as
important and to be celebrated it with pomp. Scholars agree that the Newar
name 'Svanti' for this festival is derived from the words 'Svanhu Tithi' or

'Three-day festival.' On the third day of the festival, the worship of Lak~mI
is celebrated with great fanfare. It shows, although social life in Newar
society is principally represented in a religious and spiritual way, material
prosperity and happiness are recognised as essential elements for social
continuity.

The worship of Lak~mI and the worship of brothers are not an
unimportant part of this festival, but the Newars take Mhapfija or the worship
of the self as the most important event of the festival. Mhapflja is only
prevalent among the Newars. In many respects, Mhapiija can be considered a
unique Nepalese tradition. Worship of the self or worship of one's body
(mha) and soul (atma) is Mhapfija. For religious-minded people, body and
soul are two di fferent phenomena. They believe that their body is temporal
while their soul is immortal. They believe that in a person a goo is residing,
so the worship of the self is an occasion to respect or recognise the goo in
oneself. The Nepalese tradition of worshipping gods and goddesses is to

• invoke their power (.iakti) (Juju and Shrestha 1985: 67). Hence, the worship
of the self is to understand one's capability and to utilise it for attaining the
level of a god or goddess and as such to work for the betterment of human
beings and the whole universe.

The fifth day's worship of brothers is another important day of this
festival. This tradition is one of the most popular customs in South Asia. It is
not only religiously meaningful but also significant from a social point of
view, because it plays a great role in strengthening the relation between
brothers and sisters. A balanced relation between brothers and sisters is one
of the essential aspects of Nepalese social life. Especially the relation
between married sisters and brothers is crucial. If not handled thoughtfully
the bond may turn very unpleasant. In such a situation one may lose one's
dignity in stx:iety. The day of Kijapfija provides brothers and sisters an
opportunity to keep up their relationship.
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One of the most important aspects of this festival is the tum of the lunar
year. It is clear .from our earlier discussion that celebrating the tum of the
year on thIS day IS an ancient tradition in Nepal. Therefore, it is appropriate to
call thIS occasIOn the renewal of the ritual year in Nepal, because apart from
two festIvals, GhyOCilkusalhu and Bisketjatra, 2(1 all the feasts and festivals in
Nepal are celebrated according to the lunar calendar. In India too, those who
follow the Kartikadi lunar calendar take this occasion as the renewal of the
ntual year and celebrate it as their New Year's Day. As Tyauhar or DivalI,
thIS IS a WIdely celebrated festival among the Hindus in India and other
countries. It could be assumed that the tradition of the celebration of the New
Year might, over the years, have created the wonderful festival of Svanti or
Yamapaficaka. Although Mhapfija was invented earlier the celebration of the
New Year is itself a 1127 years old tradition thanks to Samkhadhara
Sakhvala. 'Nepal' is now the name of present-day country. Hence' it will be

erroneous to call the Nepal era a Newar or Newari Samvat. There is no
reason that only the Newars would feel proud of the Nep~1 era, because the
name 'Nepal' implies that it belongs to all Nepalese.

Conclusion
The Svanti festival contains five major components: the worship of the crow,
dog and cow; the invocation of Yama by worshipping his messengers and

himself; the worship of Lak~mI; the worship of the self on New Year's Day;
and the worshIp of brothers. The combination of these five different ritual
activities in one single festival is difficult to explain. The most obvious
feature of this festival is the presence of Varna. However, if we consider this

to be the festival of Yama only, then the worship of Lak~mI, the self and
brothers cannot logically be fitted in. Crow, dog and cow are in one way or
other related to Yama and his realm, therefore their worship during this
festIval makes sense, but Yama's worship together with that of the self and
that of brothers is difficult to comprehend. The relation between two ritual
sequels, the worship of the self and the worship of brothers, is not clear to me
eIther. Although the nature of worship during these two days is similar, the
actors who carry out the rituals are different; so the meanings of each ritual
are dIfferent too. Why the worship of the self and brothers occurs after the
worship of Lak~mI is also not understandable.

Yama is invoked throughout the festival but his absence at the time of
Lak~mI's worship is a puzzle. The reason may be that people prefer
forgettmg death. when they are engaged in worshipping wealth or are
otherWIse busy wllh material life.

Sin,:" people are busy honouring Yarna from the first to the final day of
the festIval thIS festIval can more appropriately be called the celebration of
Varna. In thiS regard the name 'Yamapaiicaka' is a most suitable name for
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this festival. Yama as the god of death is considered to be a less
compassionate divinity, People know that death is inevitable but they like to
avoid it as far as possible, It is clear that the real moltve behInd the
invocation of Yama at the time of the New Year's celebration or during the
worship of the self is to plead for the continuation of life for another year.
Similarly, the worship of Yama together with the worship of brothers IS also
thought to obtain his blessings for the good health and life ofbrothers. These
two events can be considered the celebratIOn of hfe, albeit with the mercy of
Yama, the god of death. By worshipping him, people try to subjugate the
power of death. It is significant that Mhaptlja is performed as the first ntual
of the New Year and that people pray for health, long life, happiness and
prosperity in the year to come. Yama' s worship on such an occasi?". is
meaningful, because he is the god who possesses the power of determInIng
people's life span in the world and their fate after death.Yama's acceptance
of being worshipped as a protective god during this fesltval can be taken as
hlS willingness for showing his compassion towards human bemgs.
Compassion towards human beings shown by the god of death may be called
the defeat of death. In this regard, the worship of the self and the worshIp of
brothers can both be considered as the overcoming of death. Hence we can
consider the festival of Svanti as the celebratioo of the victory of life over

death.
As we discussed above, during this festival the Amantaka-based lunar

Year is changed symbolising the change of ritual cycle. Therefore we can
say that the festival of Svanti is also the renewal of the ritual cycle in Nepal.

Notes
1. I carried out my research as a PhD candidate at the Research School of Asian.

African and Amerindian Studies (CNWS), University of Leiden, the
Netherl~nds. I am grateful to Prof. Dr. D.HA KollI and Dr. Sjoerd Zanen of
University of Leiden, the Netherlands for their helpful comments to earher
drafts of this paper. I express my gratitude to Prof. Dr. Triratna Manandhar of
Tribhuvan University. Kathmandu Nepal for reviewing and providing u.seful
suggestions to an earlier version of this paper. For more on ~epalese festIvals,
see (Anderson 1971; Calise 1982; Gellner 1992; 213-220; leWIS 1984; 337-441;
Nepali 1965; 343-413; R. Pradhan 1986; 286-416; Shrestha 2002; 211-268;
Toffin 1984; 501-554; A. Vajracarya 1988 and P. Vajracarya 1979).

2. See (P. Sharma 1997; 153-4 aud Vajracarya and Malia; 1985 folio 21, 23, 29,
56,61 and 63).

3. See Ishii (1993) for a comparison of annual festivals celebrated among Parvate
Hindus, Newars and Mithili, the three major ethnic groups of Nepal. .

4. Many inscriptions from the licchavi period (4th to 9th cent~) proVide ample
examples of the tradition of religious festivals in Nepal (VaJracarya and Mana
1985; 82-87).

5. Pundit Ashakaji (Ganeshraj) Vajracarya (1988) copied and translated this bonk
into the Newar language from the original text. The translator states that Pandlt
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Kafithananda Bramhan had originally compiled this book in Sanskrit. See also
Levy (1992: 411-4 17) and Anderson (1977: 164-174) for Svanti festival.

6. Lewis (1984: 395-403) called it a six-day festival but he has recorded only five
days of activities. See Toffin (1984: 538-542) for his interpretation of this
festival in Panauti. C. Vajracarya (2(x)(): 133-55) presents the festival as
celebrated among the Newar Buddhist Vajracaryas in Kathmandu. See Nepali
(1965 381-383) for his observation of Mhapfija and a comparison of Newar
Kijapiija with the Parvates' Bhaitika. More on Bhaitika among the Parvates see
Benoelt (1983: 246-252). See Ishi (1993: 74-77) for a comparison of celebratiog
this festival between the Mithila, the Parvate Hindus and the Newars.

7. Janaipiiniama is celebrated on the full-moon day of the GUIflia month in August.
On this day, the Brahmins change their sacred threads Uanai) and distribute
threads to general people.

8. A. Sharma (1987: II) deals with the general worship of Laksmf. Naghabhani
(1991: 48-71) critically examines the tradition of worshipping Lak~mr in Nepal,
but he does not provide clear references to his sources.

9. According to the famous Nepalese traditional painter Premman Citrakar she is
SuvalJlla LaksmI. See also (Naghabhani 1991: 65).

10. See more on the Nepal Era (8. Pradhan 1979: 1-6 and 1998: 29, Slusser 1982:
389 and Vajracarya & Malia 1985: 236).

11. However, the Vikram era began to be used in minting only since 1911 AD (B.
Pradhan 1998: 30).

12. In 1928 AD, for the first time Dharmaditya Dharmacarya (Jagatman Vaidya)
proposed in his magazine Buddhadharma va Neptilabhii.wi to celebrate the New
Year's day of Nepal S3l1lVat as a national event. See Nepalbha~ M3rflkal:t

Khala(I (NMK 1993: 65).
According to "Sthirobhava-Vakya" these household items represent one or other
deities ton (Slusser 1982: 421).
In Newar households, worshipping of Gat,IeSa is essential before beginning any
ritual activity.
For his interpretations of kheluita see Gvamga (1999: 1-5).
He views that many Tantrik deities that are worshipped today were once human
beings (Juju and Shrestha 1985: 1-9), for his views on Svanti see (Juju and
Shrestha 1985: 60-68).
rytany also consider them only the messengers of Yama and Siva (Yamadut and
Sivadut). In his study, Nepali (1965: 383) found elder brothers were regarded as
Yamraj and younger one as Citragupta among the Newars, but I did not
encounter with any such interpretations.
This position may vary from one family to another, and does not seem to be
meaningful.
During the period of each two nak'$Otra or 'Lunar Mansion' one 'Paiicaka' is

counted. Na~tra are constellations of fixed stars. There are twenty-seven main
nak~ltra but some astrologers also consider them as twenty-eight (Behari 2003:
169-251).

20. These two festivals are celebrated according to solar-based Vikram calendar.
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RESEARCH NOTE

ESCALATING INEQUALITY IN SOUTH ASIA:
A CHALLENGE TO POLITICAL MANAGERS

Ayaz Muhammad

IntrodDetion
In this era of modern technology and communication no one can deny the
importance of equal and equitable distribution of resources. This is considered
an essential feature of democratic as well as dictatorial regimes. The notion of
equity is otien correlated with justice. Rawls (1971) explains that the primary
subject of justice is the way in which principal economic and social
arrangements distribute fundamental rights and duties in a society so that: (i)
each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive basic liberty
compatible with a similar liberty for others (ii) social and economic
inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both reasonably expected to be
to everyone's advantage. In srx:ial and economic terms. everyone is assumed
to be equal to fulfill everyone's basic needs giving 'essentially equal treatment
for equal cases'. Hence under the first condition economically and socially
just world would fulfill the basic needs of everyone. This notion of equity is
grounded in the concept of social justice, which represents a belief that there
are some things which people should have, that there are basic needs that
should be fu!tilled. that burdens and rewards should not be spread too
divergently across the community, and that policy should be directed with
impartiality, fairness and justice towards these ends. I Solow (1992) considers
the equity as intergenerational issue of 'who gets what' and labels it
'distributional equity'. The equity also encompasses relationship of human
species to the natural system of which humans are a part. This conception of
equity demands equity between the environment, the economy and the
societal good, equity between less developed nations with natural resources
and developed nations with excess demand for these resources, equity
between those who economically have plenty and those who suffer in poverty,
equity between urban demands and agricultural space, equity between humans
and all living species. This list of equity issues goes without limits. Each
group and individual raising questions about equity from their particular
points of interest trying to discover what is just and fair within their own
framework. Shrader-Frechette (2000) expands the circle of equity up to future
generations. He observes that the equity is grounded, in part, on a social
contract theory that according to which all humans share a social contract by
virtue of being members of same species and sharing the same interests and
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resources; as a consequence, members of all generations deserve equal
treatment. The strong emphasis on equity requires sturdy role of precautionary
principle. For example, precautionary principle suggests the possibility to give
up or change a technological path in case equity principle is in danger. It is
argued that this will only be possible, if decisions are equitable, as such
decisions generally carry greater legitimacy and encourage parties with
differing interests to c(x)perate better in carrying out mutually agreed actions.

Responsibility of Rich Nations

Prevailing inequity among different countries and among different
communities within a nation is one of the most urgent and thorny problems
today faced by the developing countries. The national perspective of intra~

generational equity requires that the well-being of strong groups will not be at
the expense of weaker segments of the society. To the developing countries
this social dimension of sustainable development seems the most important
and challenging.' Ikeme (2003: 195-206) and Agyeman et al. (2003) put the
responsibility on the shoulders of rich countries to narrow the gap. It is argued
that based on 'polluter pa.v5' principle the i~dustrialized countries should
contribute not only to the costs to help protect it but also to help the poor
countries to gain access to the economic benefits derived from the use of these
resources so that as beneficiaries of the planetary legacy, alI members of the
present generation are entitled to equitable access to the legacy.
Intergenerational justice requires wealthier countries to assist impoverished
ones in realizing such access and enjoying UN defined development and as
'the social progress and better standards ofliving in larger freedom'. This may
be reflected in various terms aimed at a fair and just utilization of natural
r~urces and maintaining their diversity, and equitable distribution of
economic benefits across different countries. Lot of production and
consumption is going on in wealthier industrialized countries putting
excessive strain on the sources.3 Rayner and Malone (2001) go beyond the
financial equity and talk about the need of social justice. Equity is not just
about how societies distribute resources. It is also the basis for generating
social capital along with economic, natural, and intellectual capital. for
sustainability". One can conclude from these views that:

• Lock's and Rousseau's social contract theories which laid down the
foundation of present democratic state indicate that human beings arc
equal and have equal righls. So equality/equity is an essential aspect of
the state, which has to be dealt on the bases of h.umanity.

.I
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• In present global village this phenomena should be dealt at
international level. Otherwise it will travel with its all drawbacks to
rich countries by ship which is transporting exploited resources of poor
countries through unjust policies to them.

• Equity should not be limited to present generation. It should also
encompass the intergenerational equity (future generation).

• It is an established fact that equal and equitable distribution of
resources in various regions and groups of people can ensure
sustainable development, and alleviate the poverty along with others on
sustainable bases from society.

• Equity/Equality is a pre-requisite for good governance.

South Asia in the family of regions

Despite the fact that almost all socio-political, economic and religious
scholars, planers and leaders are of the opinion that there should be economic
and political equality/equity from grass r(Xlt level to global level on the basis
of humanity, even a strong group talks about intergenerational equality/equity.
But unfortunately, inter-regional and inter-country level inequality/inequity is
increasing day by day. The following Data explains the position of South Asia
in the family of regions. South Asia Constants 22.36 per cent population
while GNI 2.14 per cent of the world in 2004. East Asia and the Pacific (EAP)
population 29.48 per cent while GNI is only 6.00 per cent, Eastern Europe and
Central Asia (EECA) population 7.44% while GNI is 3.90 per cent, Latin
America and the Caribbean (LAC) population 8.53 per cent while GNI is 4.89
per cent, Middle East and North Africa (MENA) population 4.63 per cent
while GNI is 1.48 per cent, Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) population 11.33 per
cent while GNI is only 1.09 per cent, High Income (HI) population is only
15.77 per cent while GNI is 80.50 per cent of the world in 2004. One can also
observe the wide gap by considering Per Capita GNI factor in 2004. South
Asia US $ 590 EAP US $ 1280, EECA US$ 3290, LAC 3600, MENA 2000,
SSA 600 and HIG enjoys 32,040 (Table I). This phenomenon shows that
South Asia mean 22.6 per cent of the world population leading very miserable
life. The condition of other regions is also not good. This situation demands
that High Income Group should play its role to lessen the gap between poor
and rich countries to enable them at least to provide minimum standard of life
to their people.
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Table 1: Population and (GNI) of Various Regions/Countries'

Po ulatian Gross national income (GNI)
RegionJ Country In million % of world In billion % of world Per capita

2004 population US$ GNI2004 GNI in US$
2004 2004 2004

South Asia 1418.5 22.36 854.1 2.14 590
East Asia and the 1870.2 29.48 2389.4 6.00 1280
Pacific
Eastern Europe and 472.1 7.44 1553.3 3.90 3290
Central Asia

Latin America and 54!.3 8.53 i94!U 4.89 3600
the Caribbean
Middle East and 294.0 4.63 588.6 1.48 2000
North Africa
Sub Saharan Africa 719.0 11.33 43".0 1.09 600
High Income 1000.8 15.77 32064 SO.50 32040
World 6345.1 100.00 39833.6 100.00 6280

Source: Human Development Repon, 2005. S~ARC Countnes Includmg
Afghanistan

South Asia is suffering from interregional, intra-region and intra-nation
tinancial as well as political inequality/inequity. Obviously it is impossible to
meet the challenge while the planners, policymakers and political mangers are
bound to feed the 22.36 per cent population of the world with 2.14 per cent

GNI of the world. So, it is responsibility of the international community, rich
states particularly, high income group and world institutions to formulate
policy to shift some resources to less developed countries to narrow the gap

.between poor and rich nations and to enable the state apparatus in less develop
countries to overcome the problem of poverty as well as inequalitylinequity in
their respecti ve nations.

Sonth Asia Inter-Country and Intra-Country Conditions
South Asia there is a bit progress in the factor of poverty alleviation, but it is
alarming that inequality is increasing in the countries of the region. One can
witness individual to individual. group to group, urban to rural, city to city

and intra city, village to village and intra village, region to region and intra
regional disparities and inequalities in all the South Asian countries. These
inequalities are main source of political instability, ethic, moral, political,

economic and administrative corruption, hindrance in good governance, above
all breeding ground of violence and terrorism. It i. a hard fait that in these
countries there is a lot of gap between expectations of the people from the
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government and sources of the government which leads to a vacuum and this
vacuum turns out explosion, disaster and debacle. Following figures indicate

the dreadful condition of this region.
The Income/Consumption Inequality by Quintilc Groups indicates that in

Bangladesh, 20% poorest share of income or consumption in 1981-82 was 6.6
and in 2004 that was decreased to 4.7% and the share of 20% richest in 1981

82, was 45.3% and in 2004, increased up to 52.0%. Bhutan the poorest share

in 2004, 6.5% and richest 48.7%, in India the poorest share in 1990, 9.46% in
2004, a slight increase 9.52% and richest share in 1990,37.8% and in 2004, a

slight increase here as well 38.5%, in the Maldives the poorest in 1997, 10.0%
and in 2004, 11.0% (the richest data is not available), in Nepal the poorest in
1995-96,7.6% in 2003/04, decrease to 6.2% and the richest 1995-96,44.9%

in 2003/04, increase up to 53.4%, in Pakistan the poorest in 1988, 8.0% and in
2002,7.0% the richest in 1988,43.7% and in 2002 increased up to 47.6%, in

Sri Lanka the poorest share of consumption in 1995-96, 7.2% and in 2002,
6.2% the riches in 1995-96, 44.4% and in 2002, 48.5% (table 2) One can

conclude from the following data that:

• there is minor increase in income consumption share of the 20%
poorest in the Maldives and India but slight decrease in Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka;

• there is increase in the income consumption share of the 20% richest in
all the countries;

• the 60% population in the middle is sufferer, which is always back
bone of any economy and objective of equality/equity is to enhance and
strengthen this class. So, the case is almost reverse in the region;

• It is evident that the 20% richest are not ready to share surplus income
to lower classes. They are struggling to preserve or strengthen their
existing position. It is a hard fact that National and international
institutional policies are favoring them. There is need to change their
psychology in favour of downtrodden people, which is in better interest
of poor as well as rich in the long run.
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Table 3: Population, Income and Expenditure of Urban and Rural
C 'I' Po ' b P k' t (1981 82)"onnel SIn the DJa , a IS an ,

Council Ponulatlon%al!e Income%al!e Expenditure %a~e

Urban Councils 26.5 77.5 77.3
~ural councils 73.5 22.5 22.7

population), at an average, enjoyed more than twice the GOP per capita of the
quarter of the population concentrated in the two poorest northern states.
Furthennore, with average GOP growth rates of 5%, the southern states are
galloping ahead of the poorest but populous northern states with growth rates
of only 2%. This threatens to further increase the poverty gap in the two
regions; currently, head count poverty in the poorest northern states and the
better off southern states is 35% and 18% respectively.' Nepal can be
separated in three main regions Himalayan, Hills and Terai area. IO There is lot
of disparities in these regions. Again there is large gape between standard of
living in Kathmandu valley and other areas. In Pakistan urban and rural
disparity can be observed from the case of Punjab the largest province of
Pakistan. It represents different cultures and socia-political pattern as well as
economic development in various regions. However, inequality between urban
and rural areas is quite visible in the province. Local government income and
expenditure factor illustrates that in J981 ,82, the population of urban local
government were 26.5 per cent who their income was 77.5 and expenditure
was 77.3% respectively? The population of rural councils was 73.5%, their
income was 22.5% and expenditure was 22.5% respectively, of total Punjab
local government income and expenditure (Table 2). The condition of other
provinces in Pakistan was more or less the same.
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Table 2: Income/Consumption Inequality by Quintile Groups and GNI
Index'

Source: RPP 2005.

Share of income or consumption
GNI Index

Poorest 20% Richest 20%
Ratio of richest to

Country ooorest

Latest Earlier Earlier
Latest Yea

Earlier Latest
Earlier Yea

Year Year
atest Ye'

Year Year Year

Bangladesh
6.9

6.6 4.7 453 52.0 (1981- 111 0.39 0.45
11981-821 120041 11981-82 (2004) 82) (2004) (1981-82) (2004)

6.5 48.7 7.6 0.37
0.42Bhutan

120041
-

(2004) (2000)(2004)
(2004)

India 9.46 9.52 37.58 38.5 4.0 4.0 0.28 0.28
(1990) (2000) (1990) (2000) (1990) (2000) (1990) (2000)

The Maldives 10.0 11.0 0.42 0.41
(1997) (2004) (1997) (2004)

76 62 44.9 53.4 5.9 8.6 0.34 0.41
Nepal

(1995/96) (2003/04 ( 1995196 (2001/04 ( 1995/96 (2003/04) (1995/%) (2003/04

8.0 7.0 43.7 47.6 5.5 6.8 0.35 0.41
Pakistan

119881 (2002) (1988) (2002) (19881 (2002) (1988) (2002)

Sri Lankab

I. Share of HH 5.4 4S 50.3 52.8 9.3 11.0 0.46 0.47
Income 11995/96) (2002) ( 1995/96 (2002) ( 199519 2002) 11995/96) (2002)
2. Share of HH 7.2 6.2 44.5 48.5 6.2 78 0.347 0.331'\
Consumption ( 1995/96) (2002) 1I995/96 (2002) ( 1995/9 (2002)

The condition of intra-country regional disparities is also frightening. For
examples: population and area wise the biggest country of the region, India, is
badly suffering from this syndrome. ResultantIy, the government writ is very
weak more or less in 67 districts. These districts are run by some ethno
national and ideological powerful armed groups. They are used to collect
taxes from the people, law and order is at the mercy of them. The main cause,
along with others is the poverty, financial inequality, inequity and disparity. A
large number of military is engaged in these areas. According to available
figures in 2002,2003, all, India per capita GOP was us $ 480; the poorest
seven states (accounting for 55% of the population) had a per,capita GOP that
was two thirds the national average, while in the richest seven states (33% of
the population) per,capita GOP was nearly double that of the poorest seven
states. In the two largest and poorest northern states (Bihar and Uttar Pradesh,
25% of total population) per,capita GOP was less than half the national
average and only a third of the richest 7 states. The .four southern states,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tarnil Nadu (21 per cent of the total

In 2002 the government restructured local government institution according to
which the government amalgamated the rural and urban councils in one unit
and came up with more financial resources to feed this tier of government by
adopting vertical technique to reduce inter district and intra district inequality
in the country, which brought a bit change in the situation. As a matter of fact
one can witness these disparities in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, Nepal,
Bhutan, Maldives and Afghanistan. The case of Afghanistan is more complex
that this country has been battle field from 1979 to 1989. Unfortunately, this
war devastated the country more than other countries by considering all
economic and political indicators in 21 century.

The overall condition of the rural South Asia is miserable and needs some
special package for development. Moreover, the intra-district disparities in
dc\'elopment arc also wide spread. For instance, the villages that are close to
the headquarters of the district are more developed than those that arc far
flung. South Asia is not only suffering from inter-city disparities, it also
plagued \vith intra-city disparities. More or less all big cities of the region
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have localities. residents of which are enjoying more or less standard services.
In contrast, there are many slums in these cities, wher~ Dwellers are waiting
even for conservancy services, inhabitants do not have access to clean water
to drink and natural gas to cook the food. There are numerous complaints that
in these areas over-flowing sewerage systems are converting these cities into
dirty ponds. These intra-city disparities are rampant almost everywhere
through the region. However severity could be different in different countries
and in different cities. Likewise, disparities and differences can be observed in
most of the rural areas. The overall condition of the rural South Asia is
miserable and needs some special package for development. Moreover, the
intra-district disparities in development are also wide spread. For instance, the
villages that are close to the headquarters of the district are more developed
than those that are far flung.

Suggestions for National Equity
The challenge posed by this national perspective of equality/equity could be
addressed by ensuring that suggested financial policy should provide
distributive equity in socio-economil: terms with a special care of interests of
the weaker segments of society. The poor and women in particular have been
identit1ed as disproportionately vulnerable as the result of unequal access to
and control over resources. Economic and gender-related equity issues need to
be addressed in public policy modeling to ensure equitable impact of
suggested policy. To achieve the objective of bridging the gap between the
strong and weaker segments of a 'nation state', explicit modeling of income
distribution must ensure that the impact of suggested policy is to everyone's
advantage. There is need to analyze that how much these factors influence the
public policy modeling. Public policy architect should consider these factors
and evolve the public policy model, which must have capacity to absorb
internal and external shocks of the system; containing ability to deliver
positive results for macro and micro level development and having capacity
for distribution of resources based on equity to ensure sustainable
development at national, regional as well as global level.

There are several views dominant to reduce income inequality as follows:

• The redistributionist view: according to redistribution view, to which
communists and leftists give weight, poverty and income inequality in
society can be reduced through redistribution of resources.

• The moral underclass view: according to this view supported by some
neo-Iiberals, see poverty and exclusion as a result of the behaviours of
the individuals themselves and their sub culture.

• The social integrationist view: according to this inequality in society
can be minimized by mainstreaming the poor and marginalized ones
into the development process and by providing equal opportunity to all
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~or the~r advancement. In general an inclusive s()Ciety will reduce
mequallty a~d enhance development by providing equal opportunities
to all, especlUlly, poor and marginalized, in the socio-economic and
cultural development, and in the government of the country.

• Islam ?elievcs .in external as well as internal purification of individuaL
~t has Its own for?"lula of social and economic justice. According to its
suggested ~~el It ensure flow of money from rich to poor in the long
run by forblddmg usury and make binding Zakat (the rich will pay two
and half% of s.urplus mon~y to weaker section of society in shape of
mon~y, ~ducatlon, protection, t{)()d, clothing, shelter, to lift up the
margmallzed group of the society to include them in socia, economic
an~ cultural development process), Ushar (5% of net income from
~g~l~uJture crops ff(~m artificiall~ irrigated land and lock from naturally
Irn~<lted ~ands.. This amount will also be distributed among weaker
s:ct.lOn ot S()CIety according to the mentioned t{)rmula) This is not
IIm.lted to one particular nation. It is for humanity. It mean if some
natIon h,~s surplus amount it has to transfer it to other nation, and
cl~cou~agmg SadqaL Khairat etc. Women are delaclared weaker section
of '~~'Iety all over the world. hlam believe in women economic and
p.ohtlcal empowerment by declaring their rights of property, Women
flghf tl~ husband, widow rights etc. on permanent bases. In the same
wa~ chIldren and senior citizen rights also save weaker section of the
socle~y. All these along with other promote intra state and interstate
equality and equity.

a. Islam neither snatches everything from the rich to distribute to the
wea~er section of society. ObviolIsly, this lays down the foundations of
enmIty ?etwee~ classes and promotes chaos and violence at national as
well as internatIOnal levels.

b. N~r unbridl~ the rich to pile-up its assets by collecting usury, which is
ultImately paId by weaker section of the society to the rich and widens
the gape between them. This gap breeds discontent, frustration and
annoyance in down-trodden people and ultimately leads to violence
chaos and anarchy at national as well as international level. As it i~
happening in present era around the world.

c..Islam .belie~es in. the process of social inclusion. The process of social
mciusIOn WIll bnng these individuals, groups and communities in the
national mainstream, will reduce inequality between them and rest of
the society, will increase their self-esteem and will create a
?ev~lopment oriented society based on the principles of equality, social
Justice and human rights.

• Policy makers a d I. . n p anners to construct model by considering all above
Ideologies.
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a. It must be poor friendly and compatible to the existing requi,rements.
Containing capacity to address the indigenous problem~ and Issues of
respective state by involving the civil as ~ell. as state SOCiett

b. This must encompass to up lift all margmalized ethno-reglOnal groups
and other weaker section of the society,

c International community should contribute to reduce the gape between
. less developed and developed countries to ensure intergenerational and

intra-generational equality/equity.

Good Governance: Good governance itself means a rule-based,
corruptionless, equitable, transparent, accountable, responsive and effic.i~nt
government system in which all the individuals groups and ~ommunttl~s

including women, the poor and the marginalized ones are fully mtegr~ted, In

the decision making process and development activities. Th~ central obJ.eclive
of such government is to safeguard the civil, political, socI,al, e.C?nOmI,C an.d
cultural rights of the people. In South Asia a small group of polItIcal ehte~ IS

governing in all regional states inc1udin.g India,. Th,e tools and ~e~hanIsm
applied to sustain their power could be different In dlffer~nt countnes. ~~re
is need to ensure effective participation of the weaker sections of the SOCIeties.
in decision making process. all South Asian nations are lands of
heterogeneous people. These all ethno-linguisti,c, reli~i?us and ~ultural,groups
may be accepted and provided effective role m decIsIOn makmg bcxhes and
opportunity for equal political and economic development,

Local Government: The institution of local governments can play positive
and valuable role in this regard to ensure good governance and to promote
equality/equity. Because. these little governments ar~ ,c,lose to pe~ple of
respective localities and manage their immedia,te actI~ltIeS, FollOWIng the
principle of good governance provide basic socIal services. such as healt~,

education, drinking water and sanitation to the people, a~d :",ork for then
cultural development. These government works on the pnn,clple ~)f double
accountable, accountable to the people and accountable to higher tier .of ~he
governments. Therefore, if political, administrative and fiscal decen~raIJzatI.on

is carried out properly, and if these local governments ~re proVIded w,lth
sufficient financial resources and technical know-how to Implement social,
economic and cultural development programmes in the local area, these
institutions will be able to contribute to the objective of providing social,
economic and cultural rights to the people and creating an inclusive,
harmonious and just society. ,

The governments should empower and equip this institution to provide
economic services through the development of infrastructure-rural roads,
micro and small irrigation systems and micro hydro projects- protect the
environment and create a good atmosphere for the generation on income and
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productive employment, especially for the poor, women and marginalized
communities by following a pro-poor growth approach.

Local government should be strengthened through political, administrative
and fiscal decentralization. It should be accepted and its capacity should be
enhanced as an agent of economic development. A reasonable share of
governments sources should be allocated to these institutions to implement
vertical financial equality in their respective states, The capacity of these
institutions should be developed in important areas, such as, pro poor growth,
good governance, human rights and social inclusion so that they will be able
to deliver the basic social, economic and cultural services to the people, beside
providing opportunity to all, especially the poor and marginalized.

Measures at International Level
It is an undeniable fact that equality/equity can not be attained without
financial contribution and poor friendly fiscal and political efforts of
international community. Especially rich nations have to take practical steps.
It is positive that International community realizes this fact and making efforts
to overcome this problem. But these efforts are not bearing desired fruit.
Following suggestions could be adopted for desired results:

• Planners and policy makers should be educated and realize that
reduction in inequality/inequity from the world is in the national
interest of all nations, They should consider it "long run security
measure" at the intra-nation and intemationallevel.

• The money contributed in this regard is always called donors amount.
This may be called money allocated for national and global sustainable
security. Because, reduction of inequality/inequity is the best defense of
any nation, global community and humanity, This is the best to use soft
power to avoid from any destructive revolution, threats of terrorism and
violence and any emerging insurgency and war at national or
international level.

• US who achieved the status of world political and economic hegemonic
power. To sustain this status, it is essential to up lift Less Developed
Countries (LDC) and their people up to the level of respectable survival
or minimum standard of life by using soft power. But, unfortunately,
atter the suspension of cold war US policy makers adopted a bit
aggressive policy, especially, under the president Bush leadership.
Policy makers are slightly more inclined in use of hard power. This
aggressive style promoted mistrust, suspicions and uncertainty among
the allied as well as other nations and enhanced insecurity of
individuals in LDCs as well as developed countries. Obviously,
statuesque in world power politics is in favour of US. So, it is
responsibility of the US to maintain statuesque. It can be done by using
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soft power and by reducing inequalities at national as well as
international level.

• International institutions that make and implement polici~s in this
regard are dominated by powerful nations. Naturally, they formulate
policies, which are suited to their current national interest. Effective
participation of less developed countries may be ensured in decision
making process according to democratic norms by adopting some
democratic formula.

• It is observed that the powerful industrialized countries force the poor
and weak countries to follow international treaties which are not
respected hy some other powerful indu:-itrialized countries as well. This
kind of treaties always protects the interest of rich nations and
Emphasis on the long run tends to ignore current inequalities/inequities,
should be formulated and existing should be modified in the better
interest of humanity.

• Rich countries and International institutions floated schemes debt for
less develop countries to reduce poverty and for intra-generational
equity, but these schemes are also have many weaknesses. There are
many loopholes through which the flow of money is from poor to rich
in shape of feasibilities reports, interest, experts' emoluments etc. Rich
countries and the international financial institutions (lFIs) like World
Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) promise 'social progress
and better standards of living' when extending loans to debtor countries
but they withhold 'larger freedom' of these countries by imposing
conditionalties, for example structural adjustment program of IMF, that
effectively gets debt sustainability prioritized over sustainability of
human welfare in debtor countries. The implication of the international
context of intra-gep.erational equity for the purpose of public policy
model is to structure such a 'just' financial policy for a 'nation state'
that may help her minimize the debt reliance and its consequent
conditionalities.

• As far as intergenerational equality/equity is concerned, which is an
important responsibility of present generation could be achieved by the
developed countries. It is obvious that the countries strangulated by
poverty have neither the capacity nor desire to fulfill intergenerational
equity when they cannot even attain their needs today. So, international
community should surrender a small portion of their surplus capital in
favour of less developed countries to carry equity and equality in
present generation. This will help the less developed countries to
withdraw their present generation from poverty and enable them to
save natural resources for future generations of entire world.
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RESEARCH NOTE

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICT: LESSONS TO BE
LEARNT FROM TELANGANA PEOPLE'S STRUGGLE

Uddhab P. Pyakurel

This essay elaborates and compares the role of women in two political
movements-the Maoist movement in Nepal and the Telengana people's
struggle in India. The first is an ongoing struggle while the latter is a struggle
which started in the middle of 1946 and lasted for five years until it was
called off in October 1951 after the involvement of the Indian army. This
paper is confined to the scenario of women's participation, their feelings and
some push and pull factors for joining in the struggles. Apart from that, this
paper explores the participants' views on the movement, their leaders, policy,
and the programme of their parties for favouring their participation. The
women's condition after the end of Telangana movement after the party
forgot it's earlier promise has also tried to bring it out as concerned matter for
discussion. This paper concludes by bringing out some bitter experiences of
the women participants of Telengana movement, and tries to make the
Maoists aware of escaping such a harassing experience. Before going to
examine both the struggle, first, let me introduce both the struggle-in brief'

Telaugana People's struggle
Under the British, India was ruled basically by two types of rulers: (a) the
British administered provinces of India known as British India and (b)
'princely India' or those state governed by princes, maharajas, rajas, and
nababs. Among them, Hydarabad was the largest one, which was under the
Nizam prince, and Telangana is one out of three linguistic regions-Telagu,
Marathwada and Kannada - of Hydarabad. The Telangana revolt began in the
middle of 1946 and lasted for fi ve years. It was an armed resistance of
women and men to the feudal oppression or against the princely state in
Telangana. It was a struggle against the autocratic rule of Nizam and the
Zamindari system. I There were three types of land holding systcms-swj"-e
khas (the land controlled by Nizam and his family from where revenues
collected were used for their personal expenses) and Jagirs (the land which
has given to JafJirdars) and dhvani or government land. Jagirdar.~ were those
\\fho were loyal to the Nizam enjoying their own police, revenue, civil and
criminal systems. They had received Jagirs and become revenue officers or
generals in the army. They also had right over forest and fisheries, and
exercised police and judicial functions. Having all the power they compelled
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people to various illegal exactions and forced labou~s. The peoples'.
conditions of Jagir areas were far more oppressed than In th,e saif~~-kluM
lands; the jagirdars and their agents were free to collect a vanety 01 Illegal
taxes from the actual cultivators. Jagir lands were even above the Juns~lctIon
of civil courts. There was also the Vetti (free services to the proprIetors)
system. Every peasant was compelled to contribute Ve~ti to the Zamindar.
Only after completing operations on the landlord's tIel?", pe~sants and
labourers could work for themselves. A tenant and hlS famIly had a
compulsion to leave food in their plate and go to the landlord whenever
called.

Women were more suppressed under this rule. Women were not allowed
to feed their babies while working in the landlord's field. Women were
repressed, not only in the field of free work or Vetti, but also se~uall.y
harassed and exploited. There were many examples of such su~press~on; If
the landlord fancied a woman, she was taken as a consort. Sleepmg wIth the
landlord on the first night was a compulsion to newly married women. It :was
the landlords' prerogative. So. peasant women. along with men, cal.ne Into
the Andra Maha Sabha (AMS) and started an armed struggle agamst the
'oppressive feudal system and the fundamentalist militia of the Nizam- the
Razkars".

In I928, people established Andhra Maha Sabha converting it from the
Andhra lana Sangam, which was established in 1921 with the objectives of
social and cultural uplift of the Telugu people. It changed not onlythe name
but also the objectives from socia-cultural to political activity. Earher, It was
common organization to all - The RSS, Congress and even to .the non
political - who wanted change in society. In 1930, the Andra Mahtia Sabha
and. in 1937, the Mahila Nav livan MandaI had formed In co-ordmatIOn With
AMS. These organizations are credited to bring women into the movement.
During 1940-42, some important leaders of the AMS went under the
communist leadership and assumed AMS into the character of a ma:s
organization. AMS went into an armed struggle with decision made m
November 1946. The struggle was extended form of grass root level
resistance, using local weapons to resist against the reg~me. Th~ movem~nt
was also considered in which "the Mao's thought was fIrst put Into practice
out of China" (Louis 2002:49). The lirst struggle took place to support
Ailimma a women who was threatened by landlord's GOOfulas, taking up of
local ar~s e.g. lathis, slings and stones for volunteers and pounding sticks
and chilly powder for the women as well. Later, volunteer squads were not
only formed but also trained in using these kinds of weapons. They started to
make local weapons professionally. They even used modern weapons.
Several struggles took place between squads and Nizam's supporter> The
rebels seized arms 'raiding police stations and. landlord's houses. But
women did not leave their strategy to use local means to defend themselves
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against the police. Women used to attack the police with pots full of chilly
powder.

Ruler's oppression was not a single cause of women's participation in the
revolt. Women-oriented programmes of Sanghams were other reasons~ when
such women's issues like wife-beating, early marriage of child age come up,
the Shangam immediately called the people concerned, held debates and
resolved the matters. Misbehaviour to the women was started to be severely
punished. These rules were practiced even in their organization which
attracted women to join the Shangam. For instance, Shankar, a member of
organizatioo was accused of raping and mismanaging the party funds, and
faced the firing squad. According to them, these punishments were declared
by the people themselves as the correct line of action.

"Large number of peasants spontaneously participated in the struggle
directed against the government, landlords and their agents. The insurgents
had neither firearms nor training but were required to use them. A few
volunteers' corps had come into existence, which were not so much weB
organized guerrilla squads, but ad hoc formatioo in response to the situation.
Initially the revolt was spasmodic" (Dhanaghare 1983: 195) and later it
became regular and usual between the people and state security forces when
the rebellion received support from all, especially the women. By such
enthusiastic participation 1x>th men and women, they were able to carry some
social transformations in the society. They ousted several police statioos from
the village, Vert; was abolished and thousands of acres of land distributed,
debts to be paid were dismissed. The struggle could not reached in the aim of
the organizer; when the Indian union armies were deployed against the
Nizam, the movement also started to face lots of troubles. After the Nizam
surrender in September 1948 to the Indian Army, the communists and the
movement became the target of the Indian Union Army. Then, the party and
its cadre were compelled to leave the villages. Party tried to organize the
tribal people for fighting against the local governmental institutions e.g.
forest officials and moneylenders "who subjected them to exploitation".
However, it was not an alternative to cootinue emergency. The politburo of
the party, finally, took the decision 00 21 October 1951 to call off the
struggle citing "the increased repression by the Indian union army."

The Maoists Movement in Nepal
The Maoist insurgency, for the last ten years, spread all over the country.
Some 15,000 people have already lost their lives since 13 February 1996. The
cost of recoostruction of development infrastructure, until 2003, that was
destro)"d by the Maoists, is estimated to be NRs. 200 billion'.
Developmentalists argue that the Maoist insurgency 'is basically a social and
economic issue and is produced and sustained by failed development'
(Pandey 1999: 12). It is true that the epicenter and heartland of the Maoist
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insurgency is Mid-west hill districts-Rolpa, Rukum, Salyan, Dailekh,
Jajarkot etc. - which the Human Developmenl index categorizes as the
lowest rank districts of the country (NESAC 1998: 264-65). Not only this but
also some political exclusions and brutal human rights violations are also
fostering factors for the insurgency.

The involvement of women in the People's War (PW) lacks reliable data
to determine the actual%age of women in different roles within the
organization. Even statistics given by the Maoists are different from leader to
leader. Hisila Yami, the central committee member of the Maoists, has given
tentative data by writing, "the participation of the women in people's
liberation army are from 30 to 40 per cent" (Yami 2006: 66). For Sapana,
company commander, more than 40 per cent are women in the People's
Liberation Army (Mulyankan, Bhadra 2061: 14), and for Uma Bhujel, a
central member who broke Gorkha jail and came back under open sky, the
ratio is approximately 40 per cent in army and more than 50 per cent in other
field (Ibid: 16). This is more closer to the number of figures in party and
militia comprising approximately 40 per cent and in autonomous government
and in industries, the number is above 50 per cent (Janadesh 2006: 8).

Here, a question must be raised about the causes, which inspired or
compelled Nepali women to join the movement. It is said that some women
are forced to join the Maoist movement by the Maoist and some are
compelled to join by misbehaviour of the securily forces. For example,
Ganga and Sobha Thapa, who were 16 years old each and studying in grade
nine in Satakhana School of Surkhel district, were abducted by the Maoist on
29 September, 20053 Shanti 16, Resmi 16 and Binita 15 are the examples of
how the security personnel irritated the students and general people4 Brutal
suppressions of security forces have also encouraged young girls to join the
militia either for their own [,ecurity or for taking revenge. Being revengeful
after the murder of their relatives by the security forces, women have
participated in the Maoist organization. Sarita is a perfect example to support
Ihe argument. She took gun after her innocent brother was killed by the army
(Paudel,2004:14). For the sake of revenge, she joined the movement. Low
success in school leaving certificate examination and lack of training options
for engaging students failing their school level examination is another main
factor for their joining the Maoist movement in order to escape idleness and
frustration (Karki and Bhattarai 2003:5)

Apart from that, propaganda of women's liberation, equality in the
Maoists organization in opportunity, in award and promotion, the hope of aU
kinds of emancipation, and on-going women related social reform
programmes like anti-alcohol, anti-gambling campaigns, anti-sexual violence
programmes, anti-women exploitation programmes are the main attractions
for women participate and support the movement. Some are there only for
"romance, pleasure, and luxury". But, there is a consensus that the credit has
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to be given to the Maoists for "widespread women's awareness in the
Nepalese history" (Mulyankan, August-September 2004: 13).

Slogans about 'progressive education' rather than 'bourgeois education'
and lovel courtshIp IS also a vital factor for women's attraction. Orthodox
~~Jal system towards the widow is another cause for compelling women to
JOIn. In Nepal, generally, girls are not allowed to choose their Own partners
and to deCIde her mamage; sl,ll the society does not tolerate love marriage
eaSIly. If the love affalf IS Inter-caste, acceplance is difficult by bolh, the
parents and the socIety. Increment of Widow population and the unchanged
soc.la.l perceptIOn on widow marriage seems another factor, which led women
to JUln the movement. After Maoist movement, 15,000 people are killed;
most of them are male leaving behind young widows in the society.
Ho~ever, the. SOC1~ty does ~ot accept a widow-marriage easily. In a
patnarchal society In Nepal. If people are involved in these activities a
female have to face social degradation in comparison to their m~le
counterparts.. In such a situation, the Maoist movement became
accomm~atlve to socially mistreated women. It is said that a majority of
wome~ III the movement are "influenced by superficial factors (Bhool
Bhulmya) than deep knowledge and understanding of state affairs political
process, gender exploitation, women rights etc" (Adhikari 2006, an
unpublished paper) .. Denying these factors, Hisila Yami, a senior woman
MaOists leader SaId that the women are not recruited for art's
"t d " P Ycan ~mporary a vantages but hired because of "their double resistance
capacIty than man" (Mulyankan, August-September, 2004: 12-18).

To sum up the social reality, which promoted women to join the Maoists
mov.ement, we can agree with the argument made by a political scientist
KapIl shrestha. He argues, "after democracy in 1990 some positive changes
towards women participation in politics has appeared, but sociologically
speakmg most of the Nepalese women politicians belong to 'the small upper
strata of urban, middle class, upper caste and educated elite background not
from the rural, grassroots or low caste background" (Shrestha 2001).

Comparison

We can compare both struggles on the basis of its objectives, goals and
achIevements. Apart from that, the paper tried to examine validities and
reliabIlltles by observing available narratives, and data of both the movement.
First, the Telengana movement was declared against the Nizam's oppression.
The Telengana struggle supported to abolish the Nizam feudalism from
Telengana. It seemed that the Telengana struggle was more focused on
democracy and freedom. However, the Maoist Movement in Nepal has been
launched after the restoratIOn of democracy in 1990, which provisioned, at
least, freedom to the people. Abolishing the monarchy and establishing the
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"Democratic Republic" were the said specific objectives of the Maoists of

Nepal.
Second, the Telengana movement had supported the independent struggle

of India from British colony. If such a disturbance had not occurred in several
parts of India, Britain could have taken the independent struggle at face value
and they could have tried to use more force against the struggle. People were
able to raise slogan against the feudal and brutal regime and able to abolish
not only local principality but also it's backbone--the colonial power.
Ultimately, the Nizam principality was abolished after the departure of the
British from India.

Although the Maoists have shown their eagerness to join the "competitive
democracy" and signed different agreements (12-point agreements in
November 2005 and Eight points agreements in June 2(05) with seven party
alliance (SPA), their earlier targets were SPA cadres in the villages
undermining democracy. The Maoists killed, injured and compelled people to
leave the village, who were believed to be at least progressive than any feudal
regimes. The SPA cadres were not only tortured but also banned from
launching political activities in the Maoists-influenced-areas. Apart from
such 'undemocratic' behaviours against the democratic forces, the Maoists
claimed that they had a "tacit understanding" with King Birendra. These
activities of the Maoists compelled the people to be skeptical. The doubt of
the people was 'the objectives of the Maoists movement was not to
strengthen the freedom and democracy but to support the undemocratic and
feudal regime'. The suspicion of the people over the Maoists was obvious
because the monarchy itself has been considered as "the main obstacle for
strengthening the democracy in Nepal". .

The doubt of the people over the Maoists increased, when both MaOIsts
and the king trapped dem'JCratic forces or parliamentary parties, in Nepal. On
the one hand, as mentioned earlier, the Maoists banned the movements of the
parliamentary parties in the countryside, which made the government unable
for holding of the parliamentary and local elections. On the other, the king
started ruling the country blaming the democratic government for its'
'incompetence' to holding the election and for maintaining the peace and
security in the country_ It is said that the democratic process was initially
disturbed by rampant violent activities of the Maoists; even the
democratically elected government was triggered to impose the state of
emergency and tenned the Maoists as 'terrorists'. The Maoist activiti~s

became major 'trump card' for the king to be used in asking support for hIS
autocratic regime.

As a consequence more than forty thousand women's representation in
different democratic agencies was directly hit antagonizing them. However,
the Maoists defended such antagonism as the in\tial compulsion when they
were weak. Prachanda. in an interview defended it and said such strategy was
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there only for "extended political disclose to establish the ideology and to
preserve the power when the party was overall weak in ideology, politics,
organization and physical power". Now, according to him, they are trying to
bring all possible force together because they are now" strong and reached
near the strategic aim" (Prachanda in Janadesh 2006: 15-16).

Third, both the struggles, the Maoist movement and Telengana movement
have definitely empowered women, sometimes knowingly and sometimes
unknowingly. Although the Telangana struggle was called off without
success, it has has brought some qualitative changes in women and in their
life.. After 40 years of the unsuccessful struggle, women still have no guilty
feehng for the struggle but they took pride on it. Somaka of Vimpati who
participated in Telangana struggle says, "in those days, could we sit and talk
to you like this? Today we can do that. If we dressed up well, if we put
kumkum they used to say, what does she think herself?" (Sangathana 1989:
16). For her, that sort of empowerment was gained by the struggle, although
the entIre problems were not solved. Another woman participant Kausila was
also satisfied by the achieved things. She says, "we didn't know what was
behind this wall. We could never go out. Now we go out and look to our
agricultural works (Ibid: 16)."

One question may be raised about how the women are empowered by the
Maoist's movement. Some direct and indirect factors created by the
movement, however, have led the women to be empowered. The Maoists'
conflict compelled majority of the male members to leave their home into
urban area or escape to the jungle to join the Maoist guerrilla force. Women
have thus been 'compelled to take the responsibility of running households.
They have compulsion to go and take part to express their opinion in front of
mass and so on. Women were compelled even to plough the field to feed
their family members, which was restricted earlier. Engaging more in the
public. life than ever before, they have become more vocal in community
activIties.

On the other hand, the active involvement of women in both political and
military organizations of the Maoist party has boosted the confidence of the
Nepali women as a whole. This has indeed produced a wide-ranging impact
on the Nepali state. Now, the government itself has started to recruit women
into the Royal Nepal Army. The parliamentary forces also have realized the
need to launch more progressive and reformist programmes to increase the
role of women in the political participation.

Taking all these factors into consideration, we can conclude that women
were sensitized and made aware about their role in the society. On the other
hand, they are affected badly by the ongoing conflict. Women have become
double victim due to the People's War. First, they are the direct victims of the
se,curity force as they are participants, relatives. wives, daughters and mothers
ot the rebels. They are continuously threatened, tortured and harassed in the
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name of inquiry as well as raped, killed, and disappe~ed as suspects,
rebellion and also relatives of rebels. Second, the MaOIsts also demand
lodging, food, money and sex from women any time and any day. Rapes by
the Maoists have been frequently reported In the press and field work reports,
conducted by individual visitors and human rights groups. The MaOIsts are
also following the security forces' footstep to torture people suspecting them
as informers, opponents and class enemies. Third, women are compelled to
bear the double burden because of absence of their male members who are
either killed or are compelled to flee from their domicile.

Although, the Maoist claims itself as a radical party but it is also not far
from being feudal towards the issue of women. Only two women members
Hisila Yami and Pampha Bhusal- are among the 27 Politburo members. The
same women members of the Politburo are also in the 39 -member Central
Committee. In the case of female leaders, only two women-Pampha Bhusal
and Hisila Yami-among the 40% women representation in the ~~oist
movement- have represented in politburo and central level. In the military
wing, there is no single woman in the division commander where mo~t

decisions are made. But We have to say that the issue of gender IS

highlighted and sensitized in the Nepali society..
After having a look on Latchampas elaboration, we can conclude that the

women in Telangana struggle faced same problem whatever Nepali women
are facing now; the fear of rape and sexual harassment. torture etc. :ney kept
secrets and protected other party workers especially the male by facmg all the
troubles of the state security', But they blamed the party for not being able to
evolve any policy regarding the women. The charges over the party by
women is not only about its policy towards women in the organiZatIOn, thetr
mam grievances are that the party init!ally appreci~ted. and welcom~d
women's support in the movement by woomg, and.later,It dIstressed t~em m
the way without any alternatives. Some of them left theIr husbands, kIds and
home in the name of 'emancipation', but they got nothing but more trouble.
Reminding Party's promise to women thwarte~ their involvement In the
struggle, Mallu Swaraj, who commanded a guernlla squad and was a legend

in the Telangana, says:
In the party, they will see only what the movement needs So
when struggle was withdrawn they told us to go and marry we
fought with them. We said that even if the forms of struggle had
changed we should be given some work (Sangathana 1989: 271

272).

But when the movement was called off, the party had not fulfilled its promise
by giving work to women. They themselves, who spent their whole active life
in the movement, often felt suppressed when the party ~ithdrew the struggle
and asked the women to go back and marry. Women are mentally tortured by I
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such an immature decision of party. Priyamvada who spent years in the
struggle said that "she often felt like committing suicide"(Sangathana
1989:272)," Sugunamma's observation is an example how they got frustrated
after party's order to women "go back and marry". She says:

They have used us so long and now they say go stay at home. How
could they even understand what the situation was at home? What
mental torturc--I was really upset. That was my first taste of
suffering (ibid).

Kamalama and Salama are the examples of exploitation by the party where
Kamalama, now, is begging in her village to feed her children and is carrying
"liquor and worked as a wage labor to bring up her sons" (Ibid). They
themselves are in doubt whether they got some achievements or not because.
according to Pesara Sattemma (Sangathana 1989: 221-227), the struggle's
initial aim was for land ownership and against the Vetti. Vetti was abolished
but women were not successful in getting land on their own name. Women
considered that situation as big blow and insult to them. Priyambada, another
women participant in the struggle, explained struggle as failed action to
address the agenda of women. She says, "after the parliamentary election and
police action, these dreams were-smashed-crushed like an egg. What a blow
it was, after the elections, do we know where we were? Like a proverbial rug
.. .lying exactly where it was through" (Sangathana 1989) Ultimately, when
the movement was ended, women neither got land, nor enjoyed other sort of
settlement. The slogan 'all sorts of emancipation' remained a fantasy.

Everyone who knows the situation of women after calling off the
Telengana struggle has always raised the question, fearing whether the
Maoist movement will also go the same way as that of Telengana struggle?
The fear is real because there were no women participation at the decision
making level in Telengana movement. The condition remains the same in the
Maoists movement because only two women members-Hisila Varni and
Pampha Bhusal- were among the 27 Politburo members. No women are there
in standing committee, which is the supreme body of the party. And, only
three (two representing in politburo also, and another was Uma Bhujel)
members are in the 39 ' Member Central Committee. Now, the Maoist party
has dissolved the standing committee and the politburo; all the power has
been centralized, which according to them, is because of their forth-coming
general convention, In the military wing, there is only a single woman,
Sapana is the company commander where they claim 40-50 per cent
women's are working under them. The party and its women are still eager to
raise the agenda of women participation in all the sectors.

After the Janaandolan II (Peoples' movement), the reinstated parliament
has unanimously provisioned 33 per cent reservation to women in Nepal. The
concern of the people is how this decision of the parliament would be
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implemented. The decision of 33 per cent reservation to the women seems
unique and progressive in South Asia. People are having a doubt over its'
implementation because of the traditional thinking of all the political forces
over women in Nepal; till date, every party has offered the opportunities to
the women for fulfilling the quotas. Recently after the Janaandolan II also,
the position of the parties on the issues of women remained unchanged. Only
a state ministerial portfolio has been given to the women; neither the Maoists
nor the SPA sent any women in their dialogue teams, and in the interim
constitution drafting committee.

After reading the narratives of the participants of the Telengana struggle,
the research has concluded that radical agendas would be harmful for society,
if the agendas were raised just to woo the people. It will not only be harmful
to the organizer, but also to the individual or participants making them
frustrated. Such frustration may possibly direct another revolt. The Telangana
movement should be taken as a guide in which the CPI called off the
movement in 1951 but the party was not able to control its' activists to join
another revolt. Those who were not satisfied by both, the achievement and
the party's decision to end the struggle, tried to reorganize such a struggle.
After being unable to resume revolt by the same party, they tried to form an
alternate party. Ultimately, in 1964, the split took place in the CPI and CPI
(M) was created in the initiation of those dissatisfied members, which again
continued armed struggle against the Andhra rulers in 1969 demanding
"separate Telangana state" (Mohanty 2005: 11-15). So, one can conclude that
if some one takes weapon, s(he) rarely will quit the weapons before reaching
to his target. Experiences show that all revolutionary parties and their
accountable leaders can analyze the entire situation and decide to
compromise by suspending and even giving up the armed struggle but
applying such theory in cadres and followers, who took weapons after
suppressed and marginalized feeling, has not succeed properly. For them, 'do
continue the revolt and die in the battle field' is better than being back before
getting something. The leader of the Maoists must think to prevent such
possibility, and hopefully that may be the signal of thinking over it by the
Maoists supreme commander when he realized that "whatever has supported
for successful development of the people's war, it is the both, main
possibility and main threat."

It is the desperate need of time to Nepali Maoists leaders to think and
rethink about the hindrances those hindrances felt long before by
Priyamvado, Sugunarnma, Kamalarna and Sattemma, and that group which
split and re-organized the revolt after the wind up of the Telengana people's
struggle. Every top-level leaders of the groups including the Maoists, which
raised the radical agendas, must learn lesson from Telengana before they take
any step forward.
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Notes

I. The biggest Owners of land who claimed and enjoyed proprietariiy rights over
the peasants.
See Space Times, May 27, 2003

For detail see Times special.nepali times.comlissue268/ceasefire_roundup_1 htp
They ar~ the student.s of R~lpa district they were taken to the army camp and
then their name was 10 the list of Krantikari student wing. They were threatened
by t~e army that there was possibility to kill them then they freed but were
reqUired. to report the army camp at two or three days interval (see Karki and
Bhattaral,2oo3)

5. S~e says, 'my husband was scared. but I did not listen to him. I joined the
Sangham. After all. what could we do alone? Amin was terror. He used to make
the men run on theIr knees. One women was raped. Many were raped. In fact we
~sed to stay toge~her and escape together-pretend that an old women was dead
s0",leone had deltvered a baby or a girl had matured. We never revealed to th~
pollce or Razakar the where about the sangham' (cited in Sanghatana. 1989: 16).
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~ f<r<m'~ TT"f \3 fu';l~ ro'I' ~ fu';l~~~ I

~ ,,'"(,,1'141 llT'fr f<r<m'~ 1R\~ 71tt~(~ wi'rc
il>Tlt~ ~), rn-tt~ (~<'I~q(,ii ,~ 1A<'1I'3~ il>Tlt~
~) qI~ ... :tJ '11 (~ ~ ,;\ <FI fu';l ffi<R il>Tlt ~), lR:'ffiT (<R;r , <ftlit m, ,
...14'",,,, tfriT ~ , ~ ' ~ 'J:"IT ~I, i'1 <'I <$1 " , , ~, <'IT'll,

lJ6q'T q-;nq.;' (<'IT'll 'R'l' ' f<r<m' lfIl6'l'~ il>Tlt~ ~), ~
(~~ <RJ , ,fur~ fl:Im' qfq 3\fTr;r~ q-;q.,. , "ITl1<'I'~
~), ~ 'P>lT'l (iiRfi 'ilf.tl, ~, ilTr<' , ~ (~ ~
~ '<Ii'rST , ~ fu'f), f.!<"i<"'~ (~ ~ f.!<'3;fl41 ~

1

~), "~I$~I~ (<R;r , ~~~ '{1Rf ~ @Tn:rr 00
~)~ m<lT 4i\i'i\'ial~~~ I

«>\1'1<"" '"(";\<;\<641 ~1<'I~qlg , flrnqr flI<mr (w flI<mr,~ '
~) \f'1T Y"'«~lli ~ g; I '1lfIT'1T mr ~o ~ 'B \3", ~

llfg«I;\<6'1>l flI<mr~ '3iR~ <'1 1[" ""III~~ g;;

~: '1+1'11+1' 'It<lrr~ I\~"" i~~"''r fll<m'~~
~~ ~ llf<rmr
90-P ~ l<:;

9~-9~ 90 W~

9~-9<:; ~~ "'9.<:;
9",+ H "'9,<:;

~ "''', 100

«>\1'1<<$1 '"(M <;\ <6",1 3f!Zl1l'll'lT '1lfIT'1T~ ~°~ 'B \3",~

4fi1«I;\<6 '4tit 90~ 9<:; ~~ flI<mr ~ ~<:;% , 9",~
~~ flI<mr~ 'Jf<lmf "',%~~ I 1f;q'~~

,,41 "141 "IT<'I' flI<mr 3f>i\' y... <'I ~ 41 ~~ I "IT<'I' ~ q15'1>1 ~
I\fiI«I;\<6",l~~~~~ g; I

~~:~ '"("m<6~ , STf'ft, ~, '!I'! ,~
TJmf WI, "I 1cll H'1 I <f'11~ 'N1f\r('r ~ If<''I4T Tf11RT~ I

'"("'m'" llTf:r;q-~~~ !lTlfr~ '11<'11 J'<J>'( I q;r;p:rr

lj?f '1tt~~~ I 'Iff<! 'lhfu >ft<it ""'''Ii 3!fTr;;Jrr~
1ffl q,"<i\f! m~ '1M~ I <llC gfu.fr 'lfwR ~ I <'1M
wm,~ , <iffi'/fu'1It1&1 ~l+:W1.1 ~ m<w~ qr~

~ ~ 1 mc4T <'1M ~ ;;rRr~ \r!ittr ~ ~ ,,<,,141~5<6

<'ITml'fr 41 ..1{fu ~ ~ I

«>\1'1<"'1 '"("5'5<641 m- fu~"Ai ~ 'iI'R~ I W<T ~ ;ilit
wm 'lIT'! ffi'llTllT ~ ~ g; I W<T 'fl'Ill; lffl, lffl 'fl'Ill;~ ,

~ 'If:f 'fl'Ill; wmr il""!Ii'f <lilt>: '"~ <ffiT4r ~ qif~ g; I

'"("5<5<641 m- fu~"Ai ~~ f.'ll'1I'!@ W\-
9, ~ mr (f<lfu)- >fr ~m fu'l'lT ~ f<lfu lIT I ~ ~

~1<!l"1<5<6&1 ~ 'ITI1llT 'll'fi , ~ m (!lR) ml f.'t4ql\flil'l
~~~g;1

,.~ mr-~ fu'l'lT~ ~fu"li~ mr~ I 1f;q' mr
3Rf'f<f~ '3OT'3"it , 4..,4l<'\ Ii~~~ I
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¥ ~q ~qi"",

Iii') mi", ~ 'IT~~ 'PIT 'fit
) '" " ~"~"ql"~ 'lTI lf1(il'l ~"'[ 'PIT/~ I I
lSI~ 1'!'1", <1"1, ",~T, *''1, <1'i'lt, '1 '
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9~ 1. 'llT"IT
Iii') ~ ~ qnq~HI" ~- (!.PI 'i'!'1 B~6'!6t:i1 'IT'l'i\ 'IT4l ofr!~ >l; I

mm , il'lft;;r "" I IlSl 4f~ '.l'1T'l m (~ 'l'f) "il'l

IlS)~~ q~U1~I"IC1 ~- li'!'16~6\bt1 4f'rm 'IT4l ,
~ '.l'1T'l m

~'~'1'\1 ('WI, lfffi, ~) "il'l~~~ 'IT'll
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~>l;1 (l[) ~l 3Ilf'olil'i~T 1J:~ 4f'rm~

('l< J 41"~<il 'IT4lm 'lTO 'IT4l Me (i<il~ i
,. mffiq;~ ,Il'f
rtf, ) ~'IT'l 'f1l\, 'fTiF1T me, W'fr~ li'!'1B(BtE'· ~ 1ll\ llRWl I ~, crrt, !l.Jml,
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~ lIfilfu:~~ mttr~ 'ID"!, '!'frr r '3 "IlHfl <'I ('1 I<'I 1\\~
~ I 'i%(~"'if-I ~~~ <Sffi~ I mrtm~ fu<;r
(3lTi'fi) ~,'lfu, ~ ~, llTit 'iRT'1 ..,-;t, llTW 'IlT1 (~ 'T11,
<ii<fI~~~1C !IT'1 ~ r 'PIT l1T't ~ f\mq ~ ~If+wl I

'i'R ~ (~"'<1 q(IXH" I('1 'P-f~ (q;ml r '(';WlT 1J1WT~ I >it '(';WlT (

llTit oft<A >i'T() if-I 6A I<;lif-I 'I<w F",'mg;!6<1 1J1WT TR "I. <ii1J: ("1"'3' m)
;;rm -,,; I

3f~ ~ P<iil~i1I~"': 'i'Rg;!~", ~. 'iili«ll';'~~

q;fq~ fr '3;fI~",qil 3f~ flrirmT Wl;r W\ I ~!!'1<Fr ~
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"f<:!(jg""¢1 "R'TR , ~"fffiif'Olifl <'ITftr~ ~~ TTO'I ,
3lR'>f1JI~>if€1~lfJ qfu; 'If.!~~ "!~g,g"" ~'lI~~flif,OI f\:r;f
q-;f ~~"1ifl '!<ill" ifl<ifg"" , "!~lg""<'II~ <ffi "!"If~~

~~ ~,m ~~ ;;nfu~ Cll"gl< '1 I~ 9: I~
~ <fRf+rr ~ ~ 9: I f:'f1~~, "!~g@" ~ 3F1r 'I~g,g",,1f'GT

'J""! ORW!. I 3F1r "!~g,g""d'i f1;jgl"lfJ TT'I "'I~~'{ 1~ "!~g,g¢1

MI~~flif,Olif' ~ '!I "fffiif,O'¢'~ 9: I

~: ~ ~'ifl<¢1 3lR'>f1JI~ <flfu, ,0~9 3f;p!IT '"!fli;fHg""<'IJ{
"II" I~ ¢I <'ITftr~ '.lfu qRqn- ~ <m ,~ ¥ m.ft ;;rrrrr 'Rf'I Tl"if
Clf'!W ~ 'If.! ifl~\i"<l~~'l' fu<1Tt ~~ ti<'1~l+f "!~g,g""

\l,~""I«' 9:'{ I31~ <'ITftr 'Illf<m~~o Wl'flT "!~g,g""il'1 'i
'"'Ilf4\'1"" <1lf(j" 31Vf1f'll'1T~ >i;PW ~o Wl'flT "!~g,g"" ~ ~

~ 9:'{ 31'11<r.'I(jY~~I(j "!~g,g"" ~/\l,~""I«' 9:'{ I~ ;;rrrrr
~~ ;mur~ "!~g,g"" "1 JfI;;o;I<¢1 ~ , W"'fTft Q:<:rr;fi
"1Jf1~'l1 ","'''I~ mr 9:'{ I ,!~g,g""'ll ,,'HI(j~1 (class conciousness)
~ ;mur ~I'l'MI;f1 ~ Cll",""lyf:'il'1 ;;j;flg",,<fl '1f\c <fl of ~ ~

~Wfl

~",f)(""'I: qU'W'I(j Cll",""I'l1~ <'11<'1'£"1\ 1'l'!T"T) <m TT'I ~~<Ag""<1

~\'If<if(j\ %j~~'{ I~ '1~g,.g""i'I ~ <'11<'1'£"1\ <m TT'I m <R
~I ~

31Vf1f'll'1T 'Illf<m~ ~° Wl'flT '1~ g, g"" mit ~\ ('3\3%) Wl'flT
mr.t ~1'If:!if(j1 'lI'<I TT'I~ Wq I ~1'lf<if(j1 'lI'<I TTt<il" Wl'flT mr
99 ("%1 <'t >f.t ,09<;~ f1;jq\,¢1~ 1IT'T %,!<I'll fu ~1'lf<if(j1

R;f W"'fTft <flfu~~~ '!«it 1IT'T q1,,!<1 '11 ~ ~l'lf<if(j1

'lTlf<I'T 9:'{ I~ 11ft ifh~i'I ~ <'11<'1'£"1\ ~ ;mur ~r'if:!if(jJ

'lTlf<I'T 9:'{ I <t <'11<'1'£"1\~ ~1'If:!if(j1 m '1~g,g""i'I 'If.! qfu; 31T'!!.'it
~ ;;rrrrr~~ 11ft iITi'f \l,if,....1«, ~ 9:'{ I mrtt "t,.i"" if
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"',~I,,~4if ~ 31'11<r. lfR<I~~ m>T ~Ilf II'RFf TT'I
~f<!;'%ifl Wq I

gI<'I ~ I~ .,~r..'~"",,"'17<; ~ III f:! if(j I~ "" om ~~ '!1fuf~ 9:

31m[ 9:~ ,!~g,g""il'1 ~'1,""I<'II' ~""Itl~ TT'I m 9: I

fulffi: ~1'I"lfllif f1;j'lI<'l~'l1 ~ fu!llT<ft Clf'!W <I~~"I<; TTf<l:( 'If.!
'J1l:i;fl~(jlifl ;mur '1~g,g"" 31f<:1 rrftq 9:'{ 1~ ;mur ""f1;j¢lql;;j~il'1
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M,~~f1if,ol¢1 ~ "1~~'ijql<fl y~~I(jil'1 3!T'iffil'IT ,1"1 'I l<if'l Clf'!W l1'!
1f.t gT m~'1~g,g"" ~<'''1'"' 9:'{ I ~
~ it1i'<1I¢1 <I"1f~<I"1 ~'l<qlf<1<1'1 >R'r 'IT~~ ~~~<fl
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'IT'W6 mR fi.r~ If,\ m <Ri :>tlfil,mfJ ",~""fft"""qil '1fi'! ~
~ ,Pf!,f<OI ;;ffi1- ~ of<1d "",,+i I 'If:1 ~ 'l'f!ipol Tffi 'W ;j 'IT

~~ -;j]fu (ill" Tffi '('i1"''''''''1I$ 'i1+iI~,?1if,olqil 9fMI+i1~ -;j]fu

31 ,,'1 kf ~ ~ '!t<J; I
~ oftrn '('i1im""qi, 'i1A,~,?1if,OI<A "¥f ..-ro~~ V1Tif fq

3lT'r!/lr<f "€J;

9 ~''i1IAIf;;jif "f~,*1i ~f'1(j"",,<A ~ f~4f""'1 '0CT 3IfIT;;f
3i>T~~ I~ rr- ~f<1(j"""i1I$ 3!Wfr mR~ '\"R~ 1

, ~R1(j""" rm: 'i1i"'<i!f(jif ~ 'lR m 1 ~f<1(j"""J; -.fr"I~
wt I 'i11+iIf;;jif , 3llf*o" ~[1sc;"'1010" ~ ~R1(j""" ~

~f<1(j"",,'lRT ~ ;;rgm wt 1

~. fWiT ~ ~ oftrn +ifg'1I""" .. 31'1i" = 'lR ~
Afg '11" ""'11 $ 3!Wfr mR "il'mt ~ 7

~

~ ~f<1(1ii"" mit <mit mm-m $l;T '('i1"'"''''~ ~fi1(j""" 'lRT
'i11 Alf:;, if , 3llf*" <"fllT 3!1"!R1 flmfg '(ifI wt 1 '('i1" ''''''''11 $
'i1AI~,rlif,OIAI ~ "l"T'fifT~ MIffi, ~, ~"lfJif(j" ",lfilqil%,h
'1fl:r "'Iflw,~ :>tc41",4if~~ , "l1Ti'I""'! 3!fuifli'1l$ <I~4~I,1

~ TJ'Mfu; ~,?1if,ol"'l qfg",lm ~ 1"'~"'lf(j<1 ~

"'!11:rf<Mlif,ol"'1 'W '~ ~fi1(j"",,<1 ~~~ ~R1(j,,""<A

'W "'i1+lT'! if'!~ I 31'" "fg<l$+il ~ ~ iT >R~ ~R1(j""" !i'r<Tt,= , ql<1I"""qil 'W ' '('i1ii,,,,,,,<A 'W "'i1+lT'! if'! ~ I~ 'I"'!
~ , ~ '('i1",qil ~,?1if'Olqil 'W ~ if'! ~ ~
3;fj"""ofl'''l<A ~ ~ ~ I~ '('i1"'''''''<A 'i1+iI~,?1if,OI<A ~
"31"lT'f , 'i1"fffiif,Olifl m'i" 31c41,,'4if ~ 31W4if(j1 .. "l1Ti'I""'!

3If~ 1J1'llT'ljf\1" <I ~4m 1 f<rirq 'IT'W6~~ I

'l1e: >it #<g ~ , QJl!141<fJ~~ 311.". ,O~~/~\,9 lIT

'i1'''Ilf<1(j "~ W<1(lif: '('i1"'"'''' If<l' 31Vl'H" .. 311". ,O~\,9/0~~

lIT 'i1'''IIf<1(j "~ "If.. ",,"''''''', ~ ~" (Ethnohistory of
Tarai People) ~ 3Rr'I<1" ~ , ~ fJi <:<11 +i 1 'l"ffi<m:r If,\
(j<l$'i'1ifl "If:"",,,,,,,,qil~ 3llUTful "['['R m'i"~
3!'IT'lftt If,\~ ,o~9 "fTi111T~~ 31V14~'i1ii(j Tffi
<PT<! '''IT<" Atl~lqil ~~ <1"<41,,,,,,,111 3llUTful ~ I
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T
'OlT6~ m~ 0''''' '41 d '4 'If'r 'lTfu<ii I m:r~ '!13'i{ I<'I '4 '" I <11frr
~ ':!tt<ft 'If'r Clffi>lT Tffnft I 3TH~~ fif.t Clffi>lT 'If'r -,rn
~~ Tffnft I"

lii><1""<'fI'4~ , 'R$r~ ~ li~t<4'I0\ '1~ W1. I <frmit
mrr ~ ~ n;r;rr TJtq;t ~ ~ 3liF,p"""<'II{ 'fl11'
1fli:4>lol~lo m.r ~ 1~ q;;;tj"'ff TJtq;t '" fllt\ ~~ ~
~ 'I1C<l' !!r<Pr ~ if~ >R ~ {. 1Ii;oq '4<'1 1$ mfr<9"
$Fi1~I'!1lil ~ '0CT 'f'ft;r 'W! 'IT 'W1T lIT'! 'iORT~ mnnn 'If'r
C~Of<'lI{ ~;;fij.fR ~ \nfrrn:rr~ 'l"'FJ: ~ I~~~
~~ ~R1ql~ij TJtq;t~~ ~"1R1lil:

ql'UqIGij)§;:bCbj 3f1ll"fu"~ tp<1ICfiIU;i$ ~·~[f"lr-e(14 ~ ~

~ , "'<'II",/(~*, ~ '!<ilij~lo f'14>10Ilcliil> ~ ~lfMR1,
~ ~ "'<1<11$ i7Pr >RWf. I c~~I~lo ~ TJt 3jqiT
~ <=>!T'fI!T ~ I m:r '!<i Iij <11 { 'liitur >RWf. I m:r
~~~ "F~Of*qF\;; ",<'II","~*, c~~r~Jo mar 3jqiT
"l"l"itfW <11· ~wi: I m",<'II "''' ~*' qm- If<f Rf~ ~ Tft
~ .,-~~ I m:r '!<i /ij<'l/ $ fMt<f <f\ur lR'Wf. I

'I'nf <f\ur '" mfI<l <ftur<!;r~ ~ 1e1 <1 r{ "1/77f" lR'Wf. 1 3TH
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BOOK REVIEW

Joshi, Jibgar. 2006. Regional Strategies for Sustainable Development in
Nepal Kathmandu: Lajmina Joshi. 156 pages with 38 Tables and 8 Figures,
Price NRs. 400.

Unlike many Nepali bureaucrats, Dr. Jibgar Joshi has already published three
books and several articles on regional and urban developments in Nepal. The
present book, is the latest volume making a new contribution to that goal.
Regional planning begun in Nepal since the Fourth Five Year Plan (1970-75).
Regional planning as a model of development failed in tenns of reducing
poverty, regional disparity and equity among people. The 'luthor, however,
reiterates that it could be used as an effective tool for sustainable
development in Nepal. The central issue in regional planning in Nepal,
according to him, is 'how to improve our sectoral plans through regional and
sustainable development?' (p. iv). To improve sectoral plans, the basic
questions raised by the author are: a) allocation of regional resources across
the country; b) nature of investments in different regions; c) strategic
activities in different regions, d) social transformations in the society; and d)
building institutions for decentralization. This review concerns itself with
how these questions are answered by this publication.

The present book consists of nine chapters. Chapter I briefly highlights
the basic concepts such as regional planning, sustainable development,
environmental sustainability, poverty and empowerment, coordination,
decentralization and resource region. The last part of this chapter offers a
"country profile" which includes the location, physical divisions, climate and
rainfall, demography, economy and administrative divisions. The author
notes that sustainable development has three parts: economic growth, social
equity and environment, which must be linked together to make development
an integrated whole (p. 6). Chapter II deals with regional disparity in terms of
the development index, agriculture, road transportation, electricity,
communication, drinking water, education and health. It also provides an
interesting table on relative per capita GOP and HDI based on 15 regions of
Nepal. This follows reviews of regional development policy in Nepal and
their gaps. The author argues that the following policies should be adopted to
make regional planning more effective: investment strategy, national urban
system and resource development strategy, institutional development and
regional research (pp. 40-44). Chapter III describes migration and
urbanization in Nepal, considering demographic changes and the trend in
urbanization over the years. The author links urbanization with development
and the ways and means of ensuring, spatial integrat:on for better planning.
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Sustainable development depends on the effective government action at the
regional level. lIe believes that more urban growth leads to more economic
growth and the reduction of poverty. Chapter IV outlines national goals and
regional strategies to be adopted for development planning and conditions
necessary for sustainable development. He argues that poverty alkviation
strategies will need a spatial vision (p. 70).

Chapter V is an attempt to develop a spatial framc\'v'Ork for dcvelopmmt
based on grmvth poles and growth centres in Nepal. He develops a "spatial
framework of development'" showing interrdationships between grmvth
centres of different ranks. Thus, growth centres in the context of regional
planning arc beautifully dravm in maps (pp. 104~1(8). Chapter VI sho\\'s
investment plans, policies and strategies in different ecological regions:
Mountain, Hills and Tarai. Chapter VI! shows the need for good governance
at different levels with adequate decentralization planning. He argues that the
spatial aspect should be embodied in the national urban system and growth
centre strategy (p. 122). Chapter VIII provides strategies for capacity
building and technology transfer. lie believes that social transformation in
Nepali society is possible only through economic principles (p. 129).
According to him, rural areas should be transformed into urban areas,
incorporating technology and resources (p. 131). The last chapter summari:res
the major contents of the book.

No doubt, the author identifies many of the shortcomings and
contradictions in regional planning in Nepal. The volume's strength is found
in the author's articulation of regional planning and its ethos and pathos in
the context of Nepal. The major strength of the book is that there are man)
useful tables for students, teachers and planners including the \\'e11 a
documented description of development processes in Nepal. At the same
time, the book is rich in ideas, concepts and questions. particularl)' his
approach of "spatial" and "sustainable development'· could be a model !i:.lI"
development in the context of regional planning in Nepal in the future. N()

doubL the volume is successful in ans\vering many of the questions that it
raises.

Studies on regional development and planning in Nepal tend to focus on
macro-level structures while ignoring local·levcl processes and concerns. The
present volume also follows this general trenJ and thus falls -'ihort \vhilc
dealing with the many issues that concern regIOnal strategies for development
in Nepal.

The author suggests that development is primarily an economic (,;onccpt
and that other aspects such as social and political ones are peripheral. It is
common knowledge that without political stability, development cannot take
place. For example, the 9th and the 10th Plans have been seriously affected
meeting their targets by the peoples war, launched by the Communist Party
(Maoist) in February 1996. This war has massively disrupted the social.
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economic, political and cultural lives of people and affected a large number
of development projects. There is virtually no analysis to show how
local/regional development projects that have been initiated/activated were
affected by the people war. The issue here is not only the proper allocation of
resources to the concerned people and regions but also how the delivery of
goods and services has been affected due to these unavoidable circumstances.
In addition, delivery of goods and services is also linked to the governance
system. A recent observation visit (October 2006) by a study team in the
Karnali Region clearly noted that the "Food Delivery Programme" to the
people in the concerned region by helicopter is completely misused by
contractors as they carry other goods (such as beer bottles and liquors)

instead of grains.
The fact is that Nepal's development efforts to date have not changed

Nepal'S status as one of the poorest countries in the world. The landholding
size, which is a major source of livelihood and income for more than 80% of
the population of the country, is shrinking every year. The level of human
development, as measured by the human development index, is skewed every
year. In terms of global ranking, Nepal's position was 138 among the 177
countries ranked (UNDP 2006), Among 100 ethnic/caste groups in Nepal, the
level of poverty and the human development index differs by region and
among various groups such as women, AdibasilJanajati, and Dalits. The net
effect of development planning is almost zero in terms of equity and social
development of people. In brief, the state-led growth strategy and
development models have not substantially benefited the pcKlr and
marginalized people of Nepal. It is clear that exogenous, top-down and blue
print development models are not working in Nepal. In brief, the issue here is
how the author's proposed model of spatial and sustainable environment
could be made to be more effective in the context of regional planning in
NepaL At the same time, the national space has no meaning without human

survival or welfare.
The author relies too much on statistics instead of understanding the

sociology of Nepali people, particularly the culture of Nepali administrators
and planners. Though he acknowledges development planning is barely
successful in Nepal, he hardly details why planning fails, The hurdles that
exist in implementing various projects are nowhere mentioned. The whole
issue of poor governance and decentralization in the history of Nepal is not
addressed. Despite" all the metaphoric slogans of decentralization since 1975,
there has been little transfer of power from the centre to the local bodies
(such as tlie DOCs, municipalities and VDCs) even today, But, the
bureaucracy is loaded with paperwork in the name of development (do thiS or
do that) rather than delivering goods and services to the people. Though
thousands of NGGs and hundreds of INoos have been working for the
empowerment of people in different regions of Nepal over the last 40 years, it
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is not know'n how much people are empowered in social, economic and
political terms. In other words, there is a need for an analysis of the success
and failure of different projects in the context of regional planning in Nepal.
lIow to create viable communities (p. 123) at the local level to deliver goods
and services is yet another major issue, as the structure of traditional elites
has not changed. In a country where there is corruption at every level of
governance, and flatter)' plays a major role in bureaucracy, is it possible to
change the existing practices of bad governance to good governance?
Theoretically, everybody knows the functions of institutions at different
le,,'ds (Table 7.1), but somehow these institutions do not pnwide services. In
fact, so~called institutions in Nepal are hardly institutionalized, as power
politics and Afno Manche (one's own people) dominate and run these
institutions. So in reality there is little transformation in society in terms of
social, economic and political structure over the years. The major issue is to
change the working pattern of institutions so that good governance and the
decentralization process can work from the centre to the local level.

Again the author's ideas of 'growth centres' are based on population size.
I feel that simply considering population size without noting down the
available physical and human resources at the local level jeopardizes the very
idea of growth and service centres. For example, wherever groups like the
Newars, Thakalis, and Sherpas live, it should be remembered that some level
of business activities will be there. Where are the plans and policies to raise
the income of local people? In other words, is required a lot of field research
for better design of regional planning in Nepal. The issue of urbanization vis
a-vis growth is raised. He argues that the future of small settlements is dark
(p. 62). Simply integrating rural areas does not make an area urban. It is
unrealistic to create new urban centres or towns to develop as growth poles
without providing basic facilities required by the people. Even today, there is
barely the provision of clean drinking water, and almost all of Kathmandu's
streets have potholes. One can aptly describe Kathmandu as a cluster of
unauthorized buildings, hazardous day-to-day pollution, and no green belt
anywhere to make a good living. Is this the kind of an urban area we want in
the future?

Finally, I feel that the author overemphasizes the importance of spatial
factors in the context of regional planning. A more spatially-integrated
society might produce greater equality and opportunity, but it is difficult to
see how it would create a greater equality of results in the absence of a more
redistributive social policy.

In brief, Nepali planning to date is skulduggery: there is little delivery of
goods and services to the people. Nepali planning requires a tour-de-force, a
completely new approach for the development of the Nepali people,

- DUll Ram Dahal

Notes to Contributors

The hard copy as well as ...oft copy of manuscripts in Timl::s New' Roman font size
of 12 should be submitted. The hard copy should be on A4 paper with a 4 em
margin on all four sides. The first page of the manuscript should have only, the
title, authors' name, the authors' affiliation, and any necessary footnotes.
Mailing and e-mail address should be included. The text should refer to notes
numbered consecutively throughout the article, and bibliographical references
should be cited in the text by the author's last name. date of publication and page
number, e.g., (Tiwari 2001: 108) or if the author's name is mentioned in the text.
by the date and page reference only, (1965:108). Entries in the references should
be in alphabetical and chronological order of authors. They should include the
details in the following order: Name of the author(s) - surname first. date, title,
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Spelling should follow that of the Oxford Fnglish LJictionw:v Authors are
responsible for consistency in spelling. Words in other languages other than
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Tables should be numbered with arabic numerals, have a brief title, and be
referred to in the t~xt. A copy of the journal should be consulted to see how tables
are set up. Footnotes in tables should be designated by symbols or superscript
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